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ABSTRACT
We present an extensive analysis of the structure and intensity of energy
use in the U.S.S.R. since 1960.
After a brief review of the energy supply
situation in the U.S.S.R. we analyze sectoral and sub-sectoral activity in the
industrial, transportation, residential, and services sectors. The Soviet Union
produces more steel and cement, and ships far more freight, per unit of income,
than Western Countries. But Soviet citizens have less space in their homes and
in the service sector, fewer appliances, far fewer cars, and travel only
one-third as much as their Western counterparts.
A comparison of the energy
intensities of key activities in the U.S.S.R. with those of Western countries,
shows that in most cases the Soviet Union
uses more energy than Western
countries per unit of activity. However, we reject aggregate measures (such as
the ratio of energy use to national income) as tools for analyzing the past
evolution of Soviet energy use, or for predicting energy use in the future. This
is because both the structure of the Soviet economy and the intensities
of
energy uses in the U.S.S.R. differ so greatly from Western experience.
The opportunities for energy conservation in the Soviet Union are truly
enormous. Were the energy intensities of the major activities in the U.S.S.R.
to fall to the levels of Western Europe, energy use in the U.S.S.R., energy use
in the U.S.S.R. would in 1985 would have been 1/3 lower than it actually was.
But there are many profound barriers inhibiting realization of these savings.
The problems in obtaining increased efficiencies are more institutional than
technical: the Soviet Union has had little economic incentive to invest in more
efficient energy use, although Soviet authorities are working hard to change that
situation. Energy prices are determined by a central pricing authority and have
not kept pace with world energy prices or with the costs of domestic energy
production.
The dilemma for the Soviet Union is that energy inefficiency is
really a product of all the other inefficiencies in the Soviet economy, and can
only improve if the entire economy improves. Thus we warn against taking
estimates of the "technical potential" for improved energy use too seriously.
Changes in the mix of goods produced could also lower Soviet energy use in
industry and for freight. However, economic reform may also bring a surge in the
demand for personal mobility, home comfort, and greater activity in the service
sector, important sectors of energy growth in the West. Thus economic structural
change in the U.S.S.R. will be a double-edged sword.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Concern over the release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere,
particularly those related to fossil.,.fuel use, has focused interest on energy use
in countries that are major fuel consumers.
Because of the importance of the
Soviet Union to the world energy balance (Fig. 1), future fuel-use patterns there
can have a major impact on global emissions of greenhouse gases, as well as the
emissions of other pollutants that may have more localized effects. Yet little
might change in the coming years, as the Soviet union is in a period of great
economic uncertainty.
Rapid increase in energy production has not only fueled economic activity
in the Soviet Union, but also has been the major source of hard currency
earnings. These strong links between energy and the Soviet economy means that
energy conservation and the energy policies now under debate will have a large
impact on economic reform in the Soviet Union. Similarly, successful economic
reform will have a profound impact on energy-use patterns in the Soviet Union.
Energy links the environmental and economic problems of the Soviet Union.
Changes in energy use will affect greenhouse gas emissions; improvements in the
efficiency of energy use could actually reduce them (Fig. 2).
Reduced energy
demand through greater efficiency could also contribute to solving some of the
economic problems in the USSR by reducing the capital required for energy
development. Conversely, changes in the structure of the Soviet economy could
have enormous effects on energy-use patterns.
Currently, Western authorities are showing a great interest in energyrelated developments in the USSR.
A clear understanding of the structure of
energy use in the USSR is thus important if the international community is to
understand the links between energy, the environment, and the economy of the
Soviet Union, and if there is to be international participation in programs aimed
at improving Soviet energy use. Indeed, it is widely believed that Soviet energy
and economic policies that emphasize more effective energy use can play an
important role in restructuring the economy by freeing up capital investment, as
well as possibly supplementing hard-currency earnings through exports. Because
so little of the structure of Soviet energy use has been published in the West,
or indeed in the USSR, we will take a thorough approach in this report.
The present economic and social unrest in the USSR will have a fundamental
impact on energy use. If the economy collapses or undergoes severe restructuring,
energy use for many activities will change and likely fall, at least in the near
term.
But energy will still be required to heat and feed the population. And
much of the industrial and transportation infrastructure may still survive a

collapse. The present patterns of demand have an important influence on whatever
new structures emerge. It is with this in mind that we present our analysis.
A. Energy in the USSR
The oil price shocks of 1973 and 1979 had a fundamental impact on energy
demand in the OECD countries, slowing or even reversing the growth in demand that
had taken place since World War Twq. In particular, developed world energy demand
lagged far behind the growth in economic output.
The USSR (and to a large
degree, Eastern Europe), however,
were isolated from price shocks. Growth in
energy demand continued in these economies with virtually no interruptions, as
Figure 1 shows. In particular, the share of the USSR in world primary energy
demand increased from 14.5% to 17.5%, driven by rapid growth rates in industrial
activities that were fueled by apparently endless resources of hydrocarbons, as
well as expansion of nuclear and hydro-power capacity.
Today, the Soviet Union's growth in energy demand may be coming to an
abrupt end.
The present economic chaos, coupled with recent difficulties of
increasing energy supplies, will put real pressures on the Soviet Union (through
both Soviet authorities and individuals) to change the relationship between
energy, environment, and the economy in the USSR.
Our study explores the
relationship between energy and economic activity, focusing on the heretofore
unstudied demand side. After briefly reviewing supply-side problems and the
structure of primary energy demand, we analyze the structure of the main sectors
of demand. We develop indicators of energy intensity that can be used to measure
changes in efficiency in the Soviet Union and compare USSR energy use with that
of Western countries. We also develop measures of the structure of the Soviet
energy economy to further the historical and Western comparison. These indicators
allow us to explain changes in Soviet energy use over time, as well as the
development of these trends in the West.
In this study we develop several themes about energy use in the USSR.
First, we show that the structure of energy use in the Soviet economy, with its
emphasis on raw materials production, leads to a pattern of use radically
different from those in the West. The low level of consumer amenities (built
space/capita, automobile ownership and use, passenger travel) also contributes
significantly to this important difference. Second, we show that when proper
disaggregation of demand is made, Soviet energy use intensities vary from being
roughly on par with that in the West in a few sectors to being significantly
greater (i.e., less efficient) in many other sectors. Third, we show that in
almost any scenario of economic recovery, increases in the level of consumer
amenities will have significant upward impact on future energy demand, possibly
even offsetting the downward impact of reduced raw materials production. These
three points have been raised in the Soviet energy literature recently,' but
unfortunately with almost no quantitative discussion. Finally, we suggest that
there is a truly enormous potential for improved energy-use efficiency in the
USSR. That potential, however, is presently limited by both the lack of a marketbased energy-pricing system and the lack of personal and institutional experience
with using information, such as prices and actual costs, to develop economic
criteria for rationalizing energy use. These barriers are similar to those faced
by virtually all other sectors of the Soviet economy.2 Hence, we show that the

'Rudenko, Yu. N., and Makarov, A. A., "Possible Scenarios for Energy
Development in the USSR: Estimates on the Eve of the Transition to the Market
Economy," USSR Academy of Sciences, Commission for Determining Alternative
Scenarios on Energy Development, MoscoW, November 1990.
2For two recent discussions see Nove, A., Glasnost in Action, Unwin Hyman,
Boston, MA, 1989, and Aaslund, A., Gorbachev's struggle for Economic Reform,
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY, 1989.
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energy dilemma faced by the USSR is in many ways embedded in the more fundamental
problems of a transition to a more market-based economy and open society.
B.

The Break with History

Only recently has it become evident that meeting domestic energy demand and
producing energy for export by increasing production of fossil fuels and primary
electricity may no longer be a viable energy policy.
In the past, planning
policy in the energy sector was similar to that of other sectors of the Soviet
economy: when bottlenecks were encountered in meeting demand, the tendency was
to break them with supply-side, not demand-side remedies. 3 The high growth rate
in energy production (first in oil, and then in gas) called for a three-fold
increase in the capital intensity of new resource capacity between 1975 and
1988. 4 Because the costs of fuel extraction and primary electricity generation
have risen dramatically since the late 1970s, and have claimed increasingly large
shares of Soviet investment, such solutions to rising energy demand can no longer
be tolerated.
In fact, it
appears that investment in energy production has
~eezed out investment in other key sectors of the economy, including_G..Q.n.B.ume.t:
goods. According to Thane Gustafson, "Moscow's struggles to deal with [energy]
have-been so demanding and so expensive that energy policy has been the single
most disruptive factor in Soviet industry since the mid-1970s and one of the
leading proximate causes of the downturn and stagnation of Soviet economic
growth. ,,6
While costs of energy production increased, mechanisms to reduce demand did
not. Domestic energy prices continue to be set by the State Pricing committee.
Energy prices have been set without any mechanism to tie domestic energy prices
to world market prices, and the Soviet Union has been a net exporter of oil,
natural gas, coal, and electricity. That means the Soviet economy was well
insulated from the energy price shocks other countries faced during the 1970s.
While Soviet energy prices are updated periodically, it is widely believed that
Soviet" energy costs have moved further and further away from energy prices.
Energy prices have been based on average costs of production.
As energy
extraction has moved to higher-cost regions, average costs (that is, averaged for
production across the Soviet Union) do not provide a good indication of the true
costs of providing additional energy supplies.
Energy prices to the final
consumer theoretically reflect transport and transformation costs, although the
entire pricing structure is so distorted that these costs are likely undervalued.
Another new factor in the Soviet energy picture is the growth of a very
vocal environmental movement that has focused the country's attention on the
ecological costs of the present energy programs. Open-pit coal mining, oil and
gas drilling in delicate arctic tundra, long-distance pipeline transmission, and
the combustion of fossil fuels with relatively little emission control equipment,
demand tremendous environmental costs. The transboundary nature of air pollution
means that Soviet fuel use will become increasingly important on an international
level.
As the world's second largest consumer of fossil fuels, Soviet

3Hewett, E. A., Energy Economics and Foreign Policy in the Soviet Union, The
Brookings Institute, Washington, DP, 1984, p. 139.
4Kru10v, M. G., Dobrokhotov, V. I.,
Makarov, A. A., and Ushakov, V. M.,
"Prioritetnye naprav1eniia i gosudarstvennye programmy nauchno-tekhnicheskogo
progress a v proizvodstve i ispol'zovanii energeticheskikh resursov," [Priorities
of Direction and Government Programs of Scientific-Technical Progress in the
Production and Utilization of Energy Resources], Teploenergetika 1989, No.1, P
2.
6Gustafson, T., Crisis Amid Plenty:
The Politics of Soviet Energy Under
Brezhnev and Gorbachev, Princeton University Press; Princeton, NJ, 1989, p. 5.
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participation is key to the success of a European plan to reduce acid rain, or
a global agenda to slow the production of greenhouse gases. Despite both
reductions in coal consumption (in energy terms) and stability in oil
consumption, CO 2 emissions have increased since the early 1980s, owing to the
large influx of natural gas to the economy (Fig. 2). Of course, methane emissions
from field losses and leakage in transmission also contribute to Soviet
greenhouse gas emissions.
Because of the size of the Soviet energy economy, even relatively modest
reductions in energy demand through improved energy efficiency are important to
the Soviet economy and environment. But identifying both small and large
possibilities for improved energy utilization, and the applicability of new
technologies, requires more than a cursory analysis of changes in aggregate
indicators. A discussion of energy efficiency in the Soviet Union must be linked
with other occurrences in both the energy system and the general economy. This
paper starts with an overview of the problems we have found in dealing with
Soviet data. We then analyze each major end-use sector in greater detail, and
put the Soviet Union into an international comparison~ including the potential
for saving energy as well as the potential impact of changes in the structure of
the Soviet economy that could reduce or increase energy use. Finally, we provide
some insights into the barriers that may prevent implementation of strategies to
improve energy use efficiency.
II Dealing with Soviet Data
The major problem in analyzing energy consumption in the Soviet Union is
that c·omprehensive data on the Soviet energy sector and on the structure of
consumption are difficult, if not impossible, to find in Soviet publications.
Soviet reporting of energy consumption figures to international bodies has been
sporadic.
While such reporting has increased somewhat in recent years, few
Soviet publications, and almost no Western publications, tie energy use in the
USSR to activity in a way that yields energy intensities of a kind useful for
demand analysis. For example, not only are indicators such as energy per square
meter for space heating, energy per kilometer for automobiles, or energy per ton
of aluminum production lacking, but so are the activity levels of total number
of housing units, kilometers per year of vehicular transport, and annual aluminum
production.
Fortunately, our Soviet colleagues have been very helpful in
commenting on our data and assumptions. As a result, much of the information
appearing in this report is new in the West.
Data that have been published must be rigorously analyzed and compared with
other Soviet sources.
This is necessary because it appears that Soviet data
series have not been subject to rigorous multi-disciplinary analysis. Instead,
each bureau or expert has been content to work with in-house data (often marked
"bureau use only"), allowing no comparison of similar information arising from
different sources. Many of the important elements required for energy analysis,
such as at what point energy consumption is measured (primary or final), energy
conversion factors, sectoral definitions, and actual energy consumption numbers
are missing.
For example, is energy consumption at housing complexes of
industrial enterprises counted as industrial or residential, or are there any
meters to attempt to differentiate these two very different end uses?
Many
Soviet energy studies reflect this partial treatment of data, showing only growth
rates, indices, or other quantities that veil or totally mask the kinds of input
assumptions and data (or indeed, output and conclusions) that Western analysts
have used for decades. This is particularly true in studies of energy efficiency,
where "potential" is discussed in detail, but rarely is "potential" compared to
"present" or "achieved," or "before" compared with "after."
Most studies of energy use in the USSR (both in the West as well as
Soviet Union) have relied heavily on trends in the ratio of energy
economic output.
These macroeconomic markers have shed little light
separate roles of structural changes within the economy, such as changes
4
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mix of activities that make up the GNP or NMP (Net Material Product) from changes
in energy intensities that are associated with energy efficiency. There is the
additional problem of developing a constant-currency valuation of manufactured
. goods (that rarely meet world market standards) valued in a non-convertible
currency, the ruble. The Soviet Central Statistical Administration publishes a
series for national income, which is roughly equivalent to NMP,6 and a new GNP
series has recently been published. Soviet economic statistics, however, have
been widely criticized in the West.
Hence, several alternatives to these
official income figures have been developed in the West by government agencies,
including the CIA and various public and private institutions. Whether any of
these are suitable for measuring real activity, however, is doubtful. Aaslund,7
in analyzing Soviet and Western measures of the Soviet economy, finds that Soviet
national income is far lower than estimated by Soviet measures or even many
Western estimates.
To show the sensitivity of the aggregate energy intensity indicator to the
unit of economic activity utilized, we have plotted in Figure 3 indexed trends
in energy/NMP and energy/GNP using the official Soviet NMP series (from
Goskomstat, the Government Statistical Agency), a reconstructed NMP series from
Jan Vanous of PlanEcon, Inc., and reconstructed GNP figures from the CIA. B
These three series produce very different results for aggregate energy intensity
trends in the Soviet Union. Use of official NMP figures results in a15 percent
decline in primary energy per ruble of national income between 1970 and 1985,
while Vanous's NMP series results in only a 4 percent reduction in energy per
ruble during the same period. At the same time, the CIA's GNP series indicates
that energy intensity per dollar has actually increased almost 20 percent since
1970, indicating that the Soviet Union required 50 percent more energy than the
United States per unit of economic output.
While it is difficult to conclude
that anyone of these trends provides the correct measure of changes in the
energy intensity of the Soviet economy, even Soviet energy analysts, using their
own dollar estimates for GNP or GOP, are quick to point out that the Soviet
economy is much more energy intensive than other industrialized countries.
Despite these problems, many requisite data can be found dispersed in
various Soviet publications, although care must be taken with the definitions
when carrying out analysis. When Soviet energy data do exist, it is not clear
if they refer to actual energy use, or to a reflection of how fuel was allocated
for consumption. This leads to particularly difficult problems in the transport
sector, where gasoline is siphoned off and sold on the black market. Using these
data, our contacts with energy specialists in the Soviet Union,
and our
experience in analyzing a variety of other countries (FRG,9 Sweden,10 Norway, 11

6A particularly difficult problem in applying this indicator to the USSR is
that the common Soviet method for economic activity, net material product (NMP) ,
is a poor indicator of economic activity, particularly that of services and
private transportation as well as the activities of households.
7Aaslund, A., "How Small is the Soviet National Income?" in Henry Rowen and
Charles Wolf, eds.,
The Impoverished Superpower: Perestroika and the Soviet
Military Burden, ICS Press, San Francisco, CA, 1990.
BNarodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR [Statistical Handbook. of the USSR], (MOSCOW:
Finansy i statistika), various years, PlanEcon, Inc.; Central Intelligence
Agency, Handbook of Economic Statistics (Directorate of Intelligence), various
years •
. 9S c hipper, L., Energy Use in the Federal Republic of Germany in a Long-Term
Perspective (unpublished manuscript), Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1988.
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the US 12 ), we nevertheless have developed a reasonably accurate picture of the
major energy uses in the Soviet Union in 1985, along with historical detail where
data permit. We then subject each sector of the Soviet Union to an international
comparison. These steps allow us to assess the potential for saving energy as
well as the potential impact of changes in the structure of the Soviet economy
that could reduce or increase energy use.
The gradual loosening of reins around data in the USSR promises to improve
the exchange of information. In this spirit, then, we present our "data" and
findings. We emphasize that our detailed findings are dependent upon our
assumptions about data. That is, the findings show what Soviet data imply about
Soviet energy use.
Nevertheless, we believe that the trends described in this
article are accurate.
Note on units and Definitions. Energy is measured in end-use terms unless
otherwise noted.
Heat is counted at the boundary of the premise where it is
used, although some losses in transmission or in production (if produced on
premises) are probably unavoidably included. 13
Soviet practice in counting
energy used is to use the units of calories for heat, kw-hrs for electricity, and
tons of standard fuel equivalent for direct fuel use (29.3 GJ per ton of standard
fuel, or per ton of coal equivalent).
However, when reporting data, Soviets
often use units of tons of standard fuel (commonly abbreviated TCE, tonnes of
coal equivalent, in the West) used for all final energy demand, converting the
secondary energy at the fuel-equivalent required (i.e., heat rate) to produce
this energy. In our work, we speak of energy used at the point of final demand,
excluding these losses for making electricity or district heat, regardless of the
unit we give, unless otherwise explicitly stated. Therefore, we convert calories
and kw-hours directly to joules. To make our work comparable with other studies
of the soviet Union, however, we also label our data in coal-equivalents. One
final note: The most reliable Soviet data series report data in five-year
increments, corresponding to plan periods; many of the data for years in between
these benchmarks are interpolated. Our own data before 1970 contain many
approximations, interpolations, and extrapolations as well.

lOSchipper,
L.,
Internationella
Jaemfoerelse
av
Bostaedernas
Energifoerbrukning, No. R-123, Swedish Council for Building Research, Stockholm,
1984.
llSchipper, L., Howarth, R., and Wilson, D., A Long-Term Perspective on
Norwegian Energy Use, LBL No. 27295, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA,
1990.
12schipper, L., Howarth, R., and Geller, H., "United States Energy Use
Between 1973 and 1987: Impacts of Improved Efficiency," Annual Review of Energy,
Vol 15, 1990.
13Some Soviet sources count the steam or hot water produced from burning
fuel at factories or building complexes as "heat" and record the losses as
"fuel." We note explicitly where we adapt this convention.
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III

The structure of Energy Use in the USSR

until very recently, supply-side fixes hav~ allowed Soviet planners to
virtually ignore energy conservation as a means for meeting energy demand. When
oil production slowed in the early 1980s--at a time when oil exports were
becoming crucial for hard currency earnings--supply-side solutions, in the form
of gas-for-oil substitutions and an accelerated nuclear power program, became the
backbone of Soviet conservation strategy. This is not to say the Soviet planners
were ignorant of the demand-side potential.
In fact, many indicators were
established to monitor energy consumption during this period.
However, it
appears that no one in the ministries or oversight agencies had any real notions
about what was going on at the point of final consumption, so it is unlikely that
many of these indicators were based on actual consumption figures. 14
The problem has been, as Thane Gustafson notes, that relying on energy
conservation rather than energy produc~ been a high-risk strategy within
the S·oviet economy. 16 Aside from Ger ElanW ~~~~~.1.~.J'i__§J,tcc.!:t~sfJ:!..!.
energy-saving programs to use as a model for syst=m.:wi9,.~_c.ons.er.Y..a,j;;JJ?"J_.programs.
The cl'01!l'§a-n-af."U"re of infoima"'t~on~on-energy-use makes it difficult~tor--a:ny
authorities to measure the impact of energy conservation.
Because the Soviet
economy has a non-market price structure, and because energy prices are a
relatively unimportant aspect of energy-consumption decision-making, there is no
understanding of what energy-demand elasticities might be in a market-oriented
future.
This, combined with the fact that capital must be invested in both
energy-efficient technologies and continued extraction (because of lag times),
means. there is a large degree of uncertainty in the response of the Soviet
economy to an energy program based on reducing energy demand.
It is clear that supply-side fixes can no longer be tolerated by the Soviet
economy or environment. It has only been in the past several years that fuel and
energy conservation has gained new importance. This shift has occurred because
of the changing needs of financing economic reform. That is, new investment must
be shifted away from energy-producing industries (which have taken enormous
shares of new investment capital) to underdeveloped sectors of the economy, such
as consumer goods for domestic consumption and manufactured goods for export
markets.
Energy planners are suddenly forced to consider new energy policies
because the investment required for new extraction and transport capacity have
soared, and the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear reactor has created a backlash
of anti-nuclear sentiment. Environmental, regional, and nationalist movements
have started to voice concern over a range of energy installations:
not only
with nuclear and hydroelectric power plants, but even with the construction of
a large gas-fired co-generation plant just north of Moscow.
The development
policies for gas fields on the Yamal Peninsula (located north of the Arctic
Circle) are hotly debated in the context of environmental damage and native
peoples. This brings into question the availability of natural gas as yet another
supply fix.
Thus the soviets face difficult choices.
New supplies will be very
expensive, but the Soviets know how to bring them on line. Energy savings maybe
cheap, but the Soviets have little real experience with conservation.
Our study focuses on the structural elements of energy and economic
activity that are crucial to understanding conservation potential in the Soviet
Union. We shall focus on indicators of energy intensity and efficiency in the
most important sectors of the Soviet economy.
Before we focus on end use, we

14Gustafson, op cit, pp. 236-238.
16Gustafson, op cit, p. 228.
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examine how fuel and energy moves from production to final consumption in the
Soviet economy. We start with primary energy consumption, including losses and
conversion to electricity and cogenerated heat. We then examine trends in energy
consumption in three primary final consumers of energy:
industry (including
construction and agriculture), transport, and the housing and service sectors.
A

Primary Energy consumption

Figure 4 shows primary energy consumption in the Soviet Union, net of
exports, and field losses, since 1960. The fuel balance of the Soviet Union has
changed dramatically since the 1960s, linked closely to the developments in fuel
extraction. Oil from the Volga-Urals region increased the availability of oil
products in the early 1970s, and oil's share of the fuel balance grew rapidly,
especially because of problems in coal extraction during this time in the
Ukraine. When production slowed at the Volga-Urals fields, the supergiant fields
of Western Siberia came on line, and oil consumption continued to grow rapidly.
The Urengoi gas fields (Western Siberia) boosted the share of natural gas in the
fuel balance at a time when oil production across the country was either
stagnating or falling.
These developments in· primary energy production have resulted in the
increased consumption of higher-efficiency fuels.
For example, natural gas
currently composes the largest share of the Soviet fuel balance. This fuel also
plays an important role in reducing emissions of particulate and sulfur dioxide
in the USSR. The decline in coal production and the subsequent shift to oil, and
then natural gas, provided increases in combustion efficiency. The efficiency of
rail transport, for instance, increased substantially as locomotives shifted from
coal to diesel and electricity.
Losses in energy during distribution and conversion (i.e., electricity,
district heat, refined petroleum) are an important part of energy distribution
in the USSR. Figure 5 shows the "disposition" of primary energy, highlighting
both non-energy uses (feedstocks) and losses in conversion, as well as deliveries
of primary or secondary energy forms to final demand. The share of conversion
losses in the total may seem low by Western standards. This is because the Soviet
economy uses less electricity as a share of final demand (11% in 1985) than do
many Western economies (20% in the United States and 17% in the FRG, for
example).
Moreover, cogeneration has helped lower the overall fuel rate for
electricity generation, as we shall discuss below.
1.

Field and Transport Losses

Most fuel extraction occurs in regions far from major consumers. The long
distance required for energy transmission and the subsequent losses contribute
to total energy requirements. In recent years, increased oil and gas production
in Western Siberia and the downturn in European coal basins (such as the Donets
and Podmoskov) and the consequent increase in coal production from Eastern
regions of the Soviet Union have increased .the volume of losses.
Insufficient
protection of cargo, particularly with rail transport, accounts for a large share
of these losses. In 1985, losses in transport and storage (for all fuels) were
725 PJ (25 MTCE), almost double 1975 levels, according to figures from
Goskomstat. 16 In our private conversations with Soviet experts, however, they
indicated that a higher figure would be more accurate. The average distance gas
is sent doubled to over 2000 km during this period. The distance oil was sent by
pipeline also increased, and the energy use per tonne-km of sending either form
through pipelines increased steadily. Thus the energy cost of providing energy
to the economy rose.

16Materialnoe-tekhnicheskoi
obespechenie
narodnogo
khoziaistva
SSSR
[Material-Technical Supplies of the USSR], Finansy i Statiskia, Moscow, 1988, p.
123.
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Another significant energy loss occurs in transmission of electricity.
Whereas less than 6% of the 292 Terawatthours (TWH) generated in 1960 were lost
in transmission, over 8% of the 1544 TWH produced in 1985 disappeared, a result
of the increasing distance between powerplants and final users. Additionally,
consumption of electricity within power plants increased, but somewhat more
slowly, reaching 6% of production in 1985. Together, these figures represent a
loss that is high by western standards. While precise figures on distribution
losses of heat from central facilities are not available, one expert 17 puts
present losses at 12%, which agrees with the figures of Sagers and Tretykova. 18
Although we do not deal explicitly with energy production, we must point
out that the largest contributor to energy losses in 1985 was from natural gas
production, where 14 billion cubic meters (approximately 500 PJ) were flared or
lost during transport (not including gas consumption in pipelines to run
compressors).19 There is a relatively low level of gas-processing equipment for
associated gas, and approximately 30 percent of associated oil-field gas is
flared.
Some improvements have been made in this sector in recent years,
although Soviet publications continue to take the oil and gas ministry to task
for the relatively low level of associated gas processing.
2.

Fuel Use in Power Plants

Extensive development of cogeneration stations and district heating, as
well as the construction of large generating units, have helped increase the
efficiency of electricity production in the Soviet Union. In fact, the Soviets
have probably had their greatest conservation successes in reducing specific fuel
~iiie at electric power plants. Fuel use at all fossil-fired electric power plants
dropped from 18.9 MJ to 13.7 MJ per kilowatt-hour (5.3 to 3.8 in dimensionless
units) between 1940 and 1960. By 1980 the fuel-use-rate leveled off at 9.6 MJ per
kilowatt-hour (2.7 in dimensionless units)ifuel-use-rates remain in this range
today. 20
The improvements in specific fuel-use rates seem to be quite impressive.
However, the three major factors that have contributed to the decline in specific
fuel use-- a trend toward larger and more efficient units, a switch to higherefficiency fuels, and the extensive use of cogeneration-- are not likely to
increase conversion efficiency dramatically in the future. Although there will
be some potential for improving overall fuel-use rates by retiring older, smaller
units, this would require significant investments in new capital. Developments
in fuel production have also had a role in the specific fuel-use indicator.
While in the 1980s, natural gas moved rapidly into the fuel balance of power
plants, the improvements in combustion efficiency from increasing gas usage has

17y. Kogan, Krizhizhanovskii Power Institute, Moscow, private communication.
18sagers, M., and Tretyakova, A., USSR: Energy Consumption in the Housing
and Municipal Sector, CIR Staff Paper No. 30, U. S. Bureau of the Census,
Washington, DC, 1987.
19Materialnoe-tekhnicheskoi obespechenie narodnogo khoziaistva SSSR, op cit,
p. 123.
20Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR za 70 let, Finanasy i Statistika, Moscow, 1987,
p. 162.
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almost been canceled out by the decline in calorific content of coal shipped to
power plants. 21
One of the most interesting aspects of energy conversion in the Soviet
Union is the wide use of cogeneration units. The Soviet power ministry has long
supported the use of cogeneration for providing heat and hot water to industries
and residential apartment blocks.
Because a certain amount of fuel use by
cogeneration facilities is charged out for raising heat, fuel int_~n~y_for
g~erating electrici,!:-yJj;:~Q_g_en.§tt:£,tt~ip"p faciUties is quite low..
This has had a
maJor impact on overall fuel-use indicators:
while fuel use at condensing
stations has fallen 17 percent since 1960, from 12.4 to 10.37 MJ per kilowatthour (or from 3.4 to 2.8 in dimensionless units), the fuel rate at cogeneration
facilities dropped 33 percent, from 11.63 to 7.7 MJ per kilowatt-hour (3.2 to 2.1
dimensionless). Because almost 38 percent of electricity generation from fossilfired plants comes from cogeneration stations,22 the lower fuel-use rate from
cogeneration facilities makes a significant contribution to lowering the overall
fuel rate.
Cogeneration is only efficient when there is demand for both electricity
and heat. Because plan targets emphasized lowering the fuel rate for electricity
generation, the power ministry was able to secure bonuses by emphasizing heat,
rather than electricity, production.
Robert Campbell points out that the
cogeneration campaign was waged so fiercely that combined heat and power plants.
have been built without adequate demand for heat, resulting in cogeneration
plants run as condensing stations. 23
The emphasis on heat production at
cogeneration plants also resulted in insufficient concern about electricity
quality (since this was not an important part of the plan target). As a result,
frequency often dropped below the 50hz standard. 24
Because there is
insufficient peaking capacity (a result of the emphasis on lower fuel rates,
since peaking units such as gas turbines, tend to have high specific fuel rates),
cogeneration plants sometimes come on line only to meet peak electricity demand.
We also believe that cogeneration units can be seen to provide a
disincentive to conservation in some cases:
fixed capacity is in place, and
reducing heating demand would only make the power plants less efficient.
Engineers at one very large powerplant we visited defended the idea that a plant
with 2000 MW(th) capacity could effectively provide hot water (but not space
heating) in the summer to users 15 km away, basing their claim on the fact that
electricity was made in the process.
Electric power plants are the largest single consumer of primary fuels in
the Soviet economy. Because of the relatively low penetration of electricity in
the Soviet economy, improvements in the efficiency of electricity generation are
particularly important for future demand.
It will be important to restrain

21For more information on the use of low-quality coal in power plants see
Roddatis, K. F., and Vdovchenko, V. S., "0 kachestve tverdogo topliva dlia
teplovykh elektrostantsii" [On the quality of coal at fossi'l-fired power plants),
Elektricheskie Stantsii 1989, No. 12, pp. 28-36.
2~Flakserman,
Iu. N., Teploenergetika SSSR 1921-1980 [Thermal Power
Engineering in the USSR from 1921-1980), Nauka, Moscow, 1985, p. 198. The share
of cogeneration capacity in total fossil-fired electricity capacity increased
from 33.8 percent in 1970 to 37.3 percent in 1980 (p. 187).

23Campbell, Robert W., Soviet Energy Technologies, Indiana University Press,
Bloomington, IN, 1980, p. 80.
24Several years ago, the bonus system changed to incorporate targets for
electricity production at 50hz (Vladimir Likhachev, Energy Research Institute,
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, private communication).
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future growth in primary energy resources required to generate electricity, as
well as restrain the needed increase in capacity. Because the fuel-use rates for
generating electricity in the Soviet Union are already quite low, the real issue
will be to make end use better.

3.

Fuel and Energy Use in the Soviet Economy

We showed earlier that the aggregate indicators of the Soviet economy
reveal little about efficiency or efficiency changes over time.
Therefore, we
shall focus the remainder of this article on the structure of sectoral and
subsectoral energy use, showing where possible measures of intensity that can be
followed over time or compared across countries. In this discussion, intensity
means energy use per unit of activity. Efficiency is related as the inverse of
intensity. "Activity" indicators may be tons of steel produced, square meters of
homes heated, miles driven or ton-km of freight shipped.
Figure 6 shows the disposition of end uses of energy in the Soviet economy
from 1960 to 1987 by major end-use sector. To add perspective to the role of
secondary energy, Figure 7 shows how energy use is divided into direct fuel uses,
uses of secondary heat, and uses of electricity by sector. And Figure 8 shows
the disposition of electricity used in the economy in somewhat more detail.
How big are the consumption numbers represented here? To provide some
perspective, we display per capita energy use by seven major end-use sectors, and
primary losses, for the Soviet Union, the Federal Republic of Germany,26 and the
United States,26 for both 1973 and 1985 (Fig. 9). The USSR lies between that of
the FRG and that of the United States, although Soviet per capita economic
activity, in whatever unit measured, is far below that of either country.
consumption for industrial production and freight in all three countries is
roughly comparable, while consumption for homes, services, and travel is. far less
in the USSR than in the other countries. The role of automobiles in the United
States and FRG is striking, but almost negligible in the USSR. The dominance of
industry in the USSR vis a vis the smaller role found in the other countries is
also striking. Finally, the minimal growth or decline in total primary energy use
in the Western countries in the last 15 years contrasts with the growth in the
USSR. Clearly, there are many differences between the aggregate pattern of Soviet
energy use and patterns in important Western countries. Do these differences
imply inefficiencies? In order to address this important question, we examine
sectoral Soviet energy use in more detail in the coming sections.
In our analysis, we first discuss the structure of each end-use sector.
After reviewing energy use in each sector, we then comment on the level of energy
intensities. After we have provided this sectoral background, we then discuss the
factors that could increase or decrease sectoral energy intensities and total use
in the coming decades.

26Schipper, L., 1988, op cit.
26Schipper, L., Howarth, R., and Geller, H., 1990, op cit.
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1 Indust ry 27
Industry plays an extremely important role in energy consumption within the
Soviet economy, accounting for 50 percent of final energy consumption (Figure 9).
Since the first Five-Year Plan (1928-1932), the Soviet economy has focused on
large-scale development projects for industrial production, construction, and
agriculture. Heavy industry was fueled by political might and the cheap energy
sources of the Donets coal basin and the Caspian and Volga-Urals oil fields. The
vast destruction of buildings in the European regions of the Soviet union during
World War II, together with the continued expansion of industries, have resulted
in continued high-growth rates in construction activities.
Collectivized
agriculture no longer provides sufficient food for the population, yet continues
to draw large government subsidies, as well as substantial amounts of petroleum
products for field equipment. Along with consuming large quantities of energy,
these sectors take a large toll on the environment of the Soviet Union. 28 For
economic and environmental reasons, then, industrial energy use will likely be
the focus of energy saving activities in the USSR.
a. Structure
The historical emphasis on heavy industries and the defense sector,
exacerbated by the distortions of centralized planning, caused Soviet industrial
activities to develop at a different pace than has been the case in other
industrial countries. Figure 10 shows the per capita production of important raw
industrial materials, while Figure 11 compares these figures in an international
context.
Note that these figures are for production, and do not take into
account the large amounts of steel that are exported by such countries as Japan
and FRG. (Most of the Soviet production is for domestic needs).
Perhaps most
striking is a comparison of the time trend in per capita steel production between
1973 and 1987 for the Soviet Union and other major steel producers (Fig. 12).
The production trends for cement are similar.
The production of some energy-intensive goods, like steel, cement, ammonia,
and nitrogenous fertilizers, is high by international standards (particularly in
re.spect to economic output), while the output of other energy-intensive
industries, such as pulp and paper or plastics, account for only a small share
of industrial activities. More important, the per capita production of steel and
cement has fallen in all the OECD countries shown in Figure 11; when production
is divided by per capita GOP, the drop-off is even more dramatic. Strout2 s
showed that the intensity of raw materials production begins to fall after
countries pass approximately $2000/capita (in 1970 US$, corresponding to about
twice that much in 1980 US$). The Soviet Union may only recently have entered
that phase.

27Includes manufacturing, mining, agriculture, construction, and the energy
industries themselves, Le., refining and other secondary conversion, but
excluding heat and power production.
28For example, ferrous metals industry currently accounts for 20% of
emissions from stationary sources, second in the USSR after power plants. Overapplication of fertilizers has resulted in a number of environmental problems,
including excess nitrates on produce and severe damage to rivers and lakes from
runoff. See Doklad Sostoianie Prirodnoi Sredy v SSSR v 1988 Godu, Goskompriroda,
Moscow, 1989.
2SStrout, A., Energy-intensive Materials and the Developing countries, ERG
Paper No. 053, MIT Department of Urban Studies and Planning, Cambridge, Mass,
1985.
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The production of important consumer goods, such as automobiles, household
appliances, textiles, and shoes, is also very low. The food-processing industry
has changed little since the early days of Soviet power: in fact, it is almost
impossible to find a screw-top lid in any Moscow store, to say nothing of
"advanced" food processing technologies such as packaged, dried, or frozen foods.
Thus a casual inspection of industry suggests a primitive structure relying on
a few bulk materials for construction, machines, and agriculture.
Soviet industrial energy demand is dominated by iron and steel. The Soviet
Union is currently the world's largest producer of steel, producing SO percent
more than its nearest competitor, Japan. The growing pace of metals production
was aided by the Soviet planning target of "value of output," which encouraged
the production of metal-intensive goods because of their higher value.
After
energy prices rose in the 1970s, iron and steel consumption dropped in many
industrial countries after energy prices rose in the 1970s, in favor of 1ighterweight materials and steels with greater durability and strength-to-weight
ratios.~ There has been little progress in this direction within the Soviet
economy, however.
As can be seen in figure 9, iron and steel production did
stagnate in the late 1970s, but this was a result of problems with ore
extraction, transport, and investment, rather than an effort to reduce the metal
intensity of production. 31
Without more information on the metal intensity of manufactured goods, it
is difficult to determine just how metal intensive the Soviet economy is today.
According to Soviet estimates, the Soviet Union uses twice as much metal as the
United States per unit of national income,32 although this estimate is clearly
dependent on the choice of national income statistics.
Yet while the USSR
produces more steel than any other country in the world, analysts note that it
continues to lag substantially behind the industrially advanced countries in both
the quality and the assortment of its steel production. 33
As noted earlier, many structures were lost during World War II, and the
Soviet Union has not been able to provide adequate housing for all its citizens.
The great demands for construction activities have resulted in high levels of
production of construction materials (stone, glass, and clay in Western
nomenclature), particularly cement manufacturing, which is very energy intensive.
Current building techniques favor pre-stressed concrete construction, with less
on-site labor, and very l·ittle wood. Large quantities of cement have been
required for the construction of urban apartment blocks. Indeed, the high cement
intensity of the economy is literally embodied in the residential structures of
any large Soviet city.
Construction is another sector of the Soviet economy that contributes to
inefficient energy use, largely because there are so many delays that contribute
to excess demand for energy-intensive goods. There is a great deal of unfinished

30Williams, Robert H., Larson, Eric D., and Ross, Mark H., "Materials,
Affluence, and Industrial Energy Use," Annual Review of Energy, Volume 12, 1987,
p. 120.
31Central Intelligence Agency, "Sluggish Soviet Steel tndustry Holds Down
Economic Growth," in soviet Economy in the 1980' s: Problems and Prospects, Part
1, Joint Economic Committee, GPO, Washington, DC, 1983, pp. 200-207.
UZhagel', N., "Bol'she - ne vsegda luchshe" [Bigger - not always better],
sotsia1isticheskaia Industriia, 12 November 1987, p. 1.
33Rumer, Boris Z., Soviet steel, Cornell University Press, Ithica, New York,
1989, p. 2, and Central Intelligence Agency, "Sluggish Soviet Steel Industry
Holds Down Economic Growth," op cit, pp. 213-214.
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construction throughout the Soviet Union.
Building sites are faced with
shortages of construction equipment, and it is difficult to obtain all the
correct materials through official channels. As a result, construction projects
are frequently damaged before they are completed, from either exposure or the use
of low-quality materials. When construction does progress, it is slow and
inefficient.
Other raw materials branches have been less important in industrial output
in the soviet Union. There is a great deal of room for expansion in the
production of chemicals and petrochemicals. While the production of natural gasbased chemicals has grown significantly in recent years, owing to feedstock
availability, many other branches of this sector, such as the plastics industry
and consumer chemicals remains woefully inadequate. By international standards,
paper and pulp production is very small for a country with plentiful forests.
Aluminum production is also low (Fig. 11) •
.The difficulties in Soviet agriculture are well known. Two of the most
important problems are the low level of productivity of state farms (kolkhozs and
sovkhozs) and the high level of losses that occur between field and market.
While.losses exist in food economies throughout the world, the level of losses
in the soviet Union appear extremely high. For example, Yuri Maslyukov, the head
of the state planning agency, recently estimated that up to one-third of
harvested vegetables and fruit do not reach the consumer. 34 Even when produce
reaches the market, much of the deliveries are substandard. 36 Meat and dairy
product losses are high as well because of insufficient refrigeration in
processing and transport. Planning agencies also complain of a low level of
mechanization in some agricultural sectors, particularly in the cultivation and
harvesting of potatoes and cotton. These considerations suggest that the energy
use in agriculture is bloated by the same kinds of inefficiencies that occur in
the manufacturing sectors.
b. Energy Use and Intensities
Industrial energy costs have been relatively low compared to other input
costs, and minimizing energy costs has not been a concern of factory management.
Instead, it has been much more important for enterprises to meet the plan target
for production. At the factory level, exceeding plan targets for production of
goods ensured a healthy bonus to the manager and workers, while exceeding the
energy consumption targets received little attention.
Very little comprehensive information has been published on industrial
energy consumption. Some industrial sectors provide more information than others,
such as ferrous metallurgy and the chemical industry, while other sectors of more
"defense" nature, such as non-ferrous metallurgy and manufacturing, release
little to no information on energy use.
Figure 13 gives a perspective on the
energy-intensive industries (ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy, chemicals,
refining, and construction materials) and other parts of "industry,"~ although

34"0 Gosudarstvennom Plane Ekonomicheskoga i Sotsial' nogo Razzitiia SSSR (On
the Government Plan of Economic and Social Development of the USSR," Izvestiia,
28 October 1988, p. 2.
36Wadekin, Karl-Eugen, "Soviet Agriculture:
Some Aspects of Increasing
Importance," in soviet Economic Reforms:
Implementation Under Way, NATO,
Brussels, 1989, p. 99.
36The Paper and Pulp Industry (ISIC 341), which consumes nearly 3 EJ of
energy in the United States, or 15% of total industrial energy use (Schipper,
Howarth, and Geller 1990, op. cit.), does not appear in one place in the USSR.
Chemical pulping is classified with the chemicals industry, while mechanical
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we must caution the reader that these are estimates based on our work and that
of Sagers and Tretyakova. 37 The "other manufacturing" category includes "machine
building" and food and consumer goods industries. "Fuels" includes mining and
some secondary production of fuels. "Construction" and "agriculture" are
straightforward.
When these sectors are summed they yield "industry" that
corresponds to the u.s. definition.
As noted above, we have found that energy intensities for a few (select)
industrial activities are sometimes published. Unfortunately, these indicators
are generally not for all energy types, and it is irrelevant to look at the
electricity intensity of a good without knowing its fuel intensity, for there may
have been a displacement of energy types, rather than a reduction in energy
requirements. Figure 14 gives some indication of the intensities for important
industrial products. In this formulation "heat" includes the hot water or steam
converted from fuel at a factory, as well as any hot water obtained from another
producer or the public grid. There is little decline in the energy intensities
given in these Soviet publications. By contrast, energy intensities for producing
these materials decline in almost every country in the West in the same
period. 3B There is, however, a range of industries that do show some improvements
in reducing energy intensity, including ammonia production. These successes were
largely due to factors other than a program for energy savings, such as newer and
larger capacities to increase productivity.
It has been noted that the steel intensity of construction has dropped, in
favor of reinforced and prestressed concrete. 39 Yet we observed everywhere that
many common items, like fences, were made of heavy concrete posts and heavy
steel, rather than light metal (or even wood) posts and wire, as in many Western
countries. Thus the reduction in steel intensity may have a considerable way to
go in the U.SSR economy.
It is difficult to obtain figures for the energy intensity in the
agriculture sector. Several problems have been brought to our attention. First,
there is the transport problem. Because the common carrier trucking service has
not been reliable, farms are frequently forced to use field equipment to
transport goods, which is very energy intensive. Second, the low quality levels
of some field equipment, such as tractors and combines, has resulted in lower
efficiency than rated. Finally, because of the many problems in evaluating
agricultural output (many different products with ruble valuations that likely
do not fully reflect losses), and insufficient information about energy use for
specific agricultural activities, there is no straightforward measure of energy
use in the agricultural sector.

pulping is counted with Forest Products. The low level of output of pulp and
paper in the USSR is surprising, given the enormous forest resources. Estimates
of consumption by Sagers and Tretyakova show this industry to be relatively
unimportant, hence we have omitted it.
37Sagers, M. J. and Tretyakova, A., USSR: Trends in Fuel and Energy
Consumption by Sector and Fuel, 1970-1980, crR Staff Paper No. 36, U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Washington, DC, 1988.
3BHowarth, R., schipper, L., and Duerr, P., Manufacturing Energy Use i.n
Eight OECD countries: A Review of Recent Trends, LBL No. 27887, Berkeley:
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, 1990.
39Rumer, op cit,

pp. 15-16.
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2

Transportation

The sheer size and distribution of resources and population of the soviet
Union, spanning ten time zones, suggests the importance of the transport sector.
Transport in Western countries has been the driving force of oil consumption.
This is not yet the case in the Soviet Union.
Figure 15 shows total transportation energy use by main subsector and fuel
type (solids for rail are combined with liquids but decline to nearly zero by
1970) • Fuel use by individual transport mode in the Soviet union is extremely
difficult to track.
Painstaking work in this area has been done by Albina
Tretyakova and Barry Kostinsky in the United States, ~ although substantial
gaps remain. While energy use for large, centralized transport services, (such
as rail, air, pipeline, and internal navigation) can be estimated from Soviet
sources, there is very little information on fuel consumption by decentralized
transport such as trucks, and almost no information on automobiles. Even where
there are consumption data, the nature of the Soviet economy leaves the actual
point of consumption of fuel assigned to one sector uncertain.
To begin to remedy the data problem, we compiled information from a variety
of Soviet sources, as well as from the aforementioned U. S. -based study. We found
data for "turnover" (tonne-km of freight, and passenger-km of travel) for most
modes, estimating the contribution of automobiles and urban subways before 1975.
We found energy consumption data for all modes, but modified the data for
automobiles to reflect information on fuel economy and driving distance. While
the distribution of liquid fuels between cars, trucks, and busses is still
unclear, we believe that the figures fairly represent the use 9f energy for
transportation since 1960 in the USSR. One major uncertainty: we do not have any
data on military fuel use, although the U.N reports (after 1981 only) data
indicating higher consumption of jet fuel in the USSR than can be accounted for
by our figures for passenger and freight .flights. For comparison, ROSS41 finds
that in 1985 military transportation in the United States accounted for about
2.5% of transportation fuels use.
a.

Structure of Transportation42

Freight activity, measured in tonne-km (Fig. 16), is dominated in recent
years by rail (owing largely to the transport of coal), pipeline, water, and then
truck.
Domestic freight activity, measured in per capita terms, is as high as
in the United States (Fig. 17), although it has leveled off in the mid-1980s. The
high level of rail and pipeline freight reflects the importance of shipments of
energy and raw materials, particularly from Siberia westward. And the average
distance a kilogram of freight is shipped by each mode has increased steadily
since 1960. Given the fact that the Soviet per-capita GOP is so much lower than
those of the countries shown in Figure 17, the Soviet economy is truly one of the
most freight intensive in the world.
Passenger travel, measured in passenger-km., is led by bus (including
busses provided by companies and ministries for their own employees), then rail,

40Tretyakova, A., and Kostinsky, B., USSR: Motor Fuel Use and Conservation
in Transportation and Agriculture, CIR Paper No. 32, U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Washington, DC, 1987 ..
41RosS, M., "Energy Use in Transportation in the United States," Annual
Review of Energy, Vol 14, 1989.
42Many of the structural data are taken from Transport i
Sviaz'
[Transportation and Communications], Finansy i Statistika, Moscow, 1990.
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auto,43 urban transit,44 and finally air (water being almost insignificant)
(Fig. 18).
In an international comparison, however (Fig. 19), the level of percapita passenger travel is low compared with that of other Western countries, in
marked contrast to the position of freight. Moreover, soviet passenger activity
is weighted far more heavily towards collective modes than that of other
countries. One reason is that there are so few private automobiles in the USSR,
only 50 per 1000 people, as compared to over 250 in Japan, 440 in the FRG, and
nearly 600 (including personal light trucks) in the United States.
Indeed,
travel via automobile only passed the level of that of urban transit (subways,
trolley busses, and streetcars) in the 1970s in the Soviet Union. By contrast,
this crossover occurred in the United States before World War Two, and in the FRG
before 1960.
In all, transport activity in the Soviet Union is dominated by freight, in
contrast to activity in most Western countries. And the role of collective
transport (i.e., rail and busses) is greater than in most Western countries.
However, the activity levels of private autos and air are growing rapidly, making
the overall structure of Soviet transportation increasingly more travelintensive. As a result of these modal shifts, as well as the slow increase in the
importance of truck freight, the system is becoming more energy intensive as
well.
b. Energy Use and Intensities
Tretykova, Sagers, and other sources report consumption by mode, often
based on so-called "standard fuel rates," or energy intensities, as published in
various Soviet sources. From these data we have evaluated energy use for each
mode.
Not surprisingly, freight also dominates energy use in transport in the
Soviet Union, as Figure 15 indicates. Energy for gas and oil pipelines command
the largest share of freight energy, with that for trucks close behind (see Fig.
20). Energy use for passenger travel is only half as great as that for freight,
and is dominated by rail, bus, air, and then car (Fig. 21). Note, however, that
growth in energy use for travel is focused on automobiles and air, the two most
energy-intensive modes.
The fuel mix has changed significantly. Electricity for rail and pipelines
provides 5% of the end-use energy in the sector, gas for pipelines now 35%, and
liquid fuels almost all the rest. Within the rail sector, coal and residual oil
(mazut) have yielded to electricity and diesel for rail. Diesel is slowly
replacing gasoline for trucks and busses. Small quantities of LPG and CNG are now
being used for bus fleets and truck transportation. 46
Determining fuel use for automobiles is difficult. Distance is particularly
uncertain, as is fuel economy. Nevertheless, from estimates of fuel economy and
distance (see Appendix to this chapter), we derived total fuel used for cars and
taxis. This fuel use, primarily gasoline (but with some CNG as well), grew

43We derived the figures for automobile by multiplying our estimated yearly
driving distance per car times the number of cars times the load factor, which
was 2.5 in 1970 and fell to 2.1 by 1985 •
. 44For 1960 through 1975, subway traffic was calculated as the number of
passengers per year (Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR, op cit) times an average journey
of 6 km, reflecting metro in all cities in the USSR. For later years, Transport
i Sviaz', op cit, now give data in passenger-km.
46In 1988, 5% of common-carrier truck turnover and just over 1% of busses
used some form of gas-based fuel, along with a small amount of cars. Transport
i Sviaz', op cit, pp. 93-95.
It is likely that these trucks and buses were
operating near gas processing installations.
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rapidly from 144 PJ in 1970 to approximately 650 PJ in 1985. By contrast,
consumption in the United states was over 12 000 PJ, 46 and that in the FRG
approximately 2000 PJ. 47 In per capita terms, the level of use in the U.S.S.R.
is negligible compared with that of these other countries, as Figure 9 shows.
Clearly automobiles have yet to make their mark on Soviet energy use.
We have estimated the driving distance in our calculation to be 11000
km/year in 1985. While this figure is low compared to most countries in Europe
(12-14000 km/year is normal), we feel that it is consistent with the extensive
use of public transport, the small road network, and the difficulties in buying
gasoline in the Soviet Union.
The fuel intensity used in the calculation, 12
liters/100 km, or 20 MPG in 1985, is high by European standards (i.e., less
efficient).
We attribute the high intensity to the poor quality of fuel, the
poor road conditions, poor maintenance of vehicles, congestion, and the cold
driving conditions in winter.
The intensities of other modes, i.e., energy/tonne-km or passenger-km,
deserve some comment. Tretyakova and other sources publish figures for transit
and intercity busses, local and intercity rail, and air travel. The intensity for
busses is constant, clearly an approximation. Rail energy intensity fell steadily
as oil and electricity replaced coal and as locomotives became more efficient.
Freight energy intensities are low by international"standards, reflecting the
importance of unit trains of bulk materials or energy. The estimate for trucks,
however, appears to be somewhat higher than that of the United States or the FRG,
although the USSR value has fallen over time as diesel trucks gained a larger
share of traffic.
The energy intensity of airline passenger travel is low by international
standards, having fallen from 3.2 MJ/pass-km in 1970 to 2.96 MJ/pass-km in 1985,
close to the U.S. figure. The reason is that domestic airliners in the USSR are
literally packed, experiencing an average load factor of 97%, with rarely an
empty seat. 48
In other words,
the aircraft themselves are not efficient,
measured in energy requirements per seat-km available.
From these data it is difficult to make concrete statements about the
efficiency of vehicles or of each mode, yet there seems to be a reduction in
actual modal intensity over time that suggests some increased efficiency.
Appendix. Determining Fuel use in Automobiles.
In most countries, estimating automobile fuel use depends on correctly
counting the number of cars, and fuel use per car per year. As this is not
possible for the Soviet Union, and there are no reliable figures on sales of
gasoline to automobiles, we were forced to estimate both distance driven and fuel
use/distance to arrive at fuel use per car per year, and then multiply the result
by the number of cars to get total fuel use. While this procedure is risky, it
is the only way to establish a reasonable measure of the automobile's impact on
Soviet energy use.
Soviet statistics say nothing about the distances cars are driv~n, although
there are a few figures quoted informally. The mix of cars is important to
driving distance. In 1970 there were nearly 460 000 "state cars" and 90 000
taxis, but only 1.3 million "private cars". By 1980, the number of private cars
had skyrocketed to 8.2 million while state cars numbered 540 000 and taxis 135

46Schipper, Howarth, and Geller, 1990, op cit.
47schipper, 1988, op cit.
48V. Andreev, Tupolev Design Bureau, Moscow, private communication.
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000. The total number of cars reached 12.98 million in 1985. Additionally, there
are nearly one million light utility vehicles, like ambulances. If we assume that
private cars are driven more than government cars, but less than taxis, this
shift implies an increase in average distance driven by all cars as private cars
came to dominate traffic. But as the number of cars spread through the
population, the average distance driven began to drop, as has been observed in
almost every other country. This spread of cars relieved the pressure on those
few individuals with cars to drive for their friends. From conversations with
planners, including experts at two institutes,49 we believe that cars are driven
.an average of 11 000 km/year, down from 12 000 km/yr in 1970.
The fuel intensity of automobiles is uncertain. Figures given by Tretyakova
yield one set of modal intensities, i.e., MJ/pass-km; unpublished figures used
by Sinyak60 are similar. But we found no systematic data on actual vehicle
intensities (i.e., MJ/veh-km, or its inverse, proportional to MPG). Therefore,
we estimated energy intensity from the listed consumption/km of the most common
cars in the USSR today. These estimates yield somewhat higher fuel consumption
than Tretyakova' s data might imply. Larger cars assigned to institutes or
fUnctionaries, (Volgas, for example) have rated consumptions between 12 and 15
liters/100 km, or 15 - 19 MPG. Smaller cars, typical of privately owned vehicles
(Moskvich, Zhiguli, Lada), are rated at between 7 and 9 liters/100 km (27-33
MPG). But conversations with experts and drivers suggest that any given car
requires at least 20% more fuel/km than its "test" consumption, because of poor
fuel, poor maintenance, poor roads, and poor traffic conditions. Considering all
these factors, and estimating the share of each kind of car in the entire stock,
we fix 1985 specific fuel consumption at 12 liters/100 km, or 20 MPG. Because the
share of smaller private cars in the stock has increased considerably since 1970,
and because individual models of the smaller have become lighter over time, we
believe that this specific fuel consumption has fallen slowly from 15 liters/100
km in 1970.

3.

Homes and Buildings 61

Energy ,use for homes and buildings (i. e., the services sector, which
includes street lighting and some water pumping), as shown in figure 22, has been
a relatively small share of Soviet energy demand (Fig. 6). Furthermore,
electricity makes up a very small share of final demand, only 9% in 1987 (Fig.
7), as compared with over 25% in the United States and close to 20% in most of
Europe. Energy use for space heating in the Soviet Union is significant because
of the cold climate, reaching over 4.5 EJ in 1985, or nearly 75% of the total
demand for energy in this sector. 52 Other building uses required 1.7 EJ.

49MADI, the Moscow Automobile Design Institute, Moscow, and the All-Union
Transport Institute, Moscow.
60y. Sinyak, Working Consulting Group on Long-Term Energy Forecasting (RKG),
Moscow, private communication.
61We would like to thank Profs. Y. Sinyak and S. Chernavsky (RKG), Prof. Y.
Matrosov, State Ministry of Construction (Gostroi), Moscow, and the GOSPLAN
institute VNIIKTEP for their helpful comments on this section.
62Throughout this section we will assume that the number of degree days,
base l8C, for the Soviet Union, is 4600, consistent with discussions with Gostroi
and other institutes. VNIIKTEP uses 4000 degree days, and by comparison 3680 for
Sweden. In our system, base 18C, Sweden has 4075 degree days, which implies
slightly more degree days for the USSR than the 4600 we have used in this report.
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a.

Structure of Energy Use in Buildings

Official data describing the buildings sector are scarce.
When energy
consumption data exists, they generally describe the combined "residential and
municipal" [i.e., services] sector. We have found that sometimes data do not
include energy use for housing in rural areas. Assumptions are necessary in order
to partition energy delivered to the combined residential and services sector to
each of these sectors. We estimated the amount of built space for homes and for
the services sector, i.e., stores, administration, and other non-industrial, nonresidential buildings, and then used these proportions to partition deliveries
of fuel and district heat from the combined housing/municipal sector to homes or
services. Data on electricity use were taken from Kogan. 53
Although little is known about the physical structure of Soviet buildings
on a country-wide basis (see the Appendix below), official data declare the per
capita living space (gross, i.e., including walls, closets, and halls) currently
(1988) lies at 15.5 square meters. We believe this figure includes homes in
agricultural or industrial premises, as well as space in collective housing. The
evolution of this quantity (shown in Fig. 23 together with similar figures for
other countries) suggests that Soviets do not have much living space, even
compared to Europe. The service sector space is also small by international
standards.
According to VNIIKTEP, 54 non-residential built space, excluding
industrial buildings (i.e., stores, hospitals, schools, administration, cultural
and assembly buildings, or the "service sector") was approximately 4.3 square
meters/capita in 1985.
If total population is divided by the estimated number of households, the
average size of a household in 1985, 3.25, is obtained. This figure is high by
Western standards; Japan lies slightly above 3 persons per household while
virtually all of Western Europe lies below 2.75. 55 The high Soviet figure does
not represent high fertility, however, but rather the difficulties young singles
families, the divorced face in finding housing. The large household size is
significant.
Shrinking households in Western Europe caused a significant
increase in household energy use through both increased heated space, per capita,
and increased numbers of electric appliances. 56
A measure of the severity of winter is another important structural element
to our analysis.
We obtained data from the United States Deptartment of
Agriculture giving average monthly temperatures for 27 Soviet cities from 1970
to 1989. 57
By multiplying the difference between the monthly average and 18°
C with the number of days in the month, we obtained an approximate measure of the

53Kogan, Yu. M., Sovremennie Problemii E1ektrifikatzii Byta
Problems in the Electrification of Housing], Nauka, Moscow, 1987.

[Current

54 Pr ivate communication.
~Schipper, L., Ketoff, A., and Kahane, A., "Explaining Residential Energy
Use by International, Bottom-Up Comparisons," Annual Review of Energy Vol 11,
1985.
~Schipper

et aI, 1985, op cit.

1i7We would like to thank Mr.
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Thomas Puterbaugh of the U.S.D.A.
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number of degree days to base 18 C. 6S In the coldest years (1970, 1979, 1980,
1987) most cities experienced more than 105% of the normal number of degree days,
while in warm years (1988) the total reached only 90% of normal. A rough average
of the degree-days for each city, weighted by the approximate number of people
in each region represented by the city, yields about 4600 degree days, very close
to the total for the Moscow region.
We assume, therefore, that the number of
degree days, base 18 C, for the Soviet Union is 4600. 69
b.

Energy Use.

soviet
sources
list
consumption
of
energy
in
the
combined
"municipal/housing" sector. These sources include district heat, direct fuel use
(for own central heating, heating stoves, cooking, and some water heating) and
electricity. Frequently, centralized statistics omit wood and other fuels that
are self-procured.
The distinction between multiple-building boilers and
district heating, both called "central heating" by Soviet authorities, is not a
clear one.
For our study, district heating is a system run by the power
administration (Minenergo) that has one or many very large boilers providing only
heat or combined heat and power.
Soviet sources vary considerably in their
definition of centralized heat sources, and one must be very careful not to
double count final energy demand. Sinyak estimates that about 65% of all space
is heated by direct use of fuel (or on-site district heating), versus 35% from
"central heating," or what is called district heating in the West. Others put the
share of district heating as high as 75% in cities but only 10-15% in rural
areas. 60 Energy supply figures under district heating include approximately 12%
losses in distribution.
The fuel mix depends on city size and location, which has been important
in the decision to lay gas mains. City size also determines the feasibility of
district heating. In rural areas, natural gas (when available) and LPG has been
used for water heating and cooking, but district heating is unimportant. Direct
fuel use, including that of kerosene, wood or coal, remains important in rural
areas.
In 1985, 24% of families without district heating relied on coal (or
wood), 59% on natural gas, 9% on LPG, and 1% on heavy oil. Plans call for natural
gas consumption to increase, and replace these solid and liquid fuels as well as
LPG, which is needed for chemical feedstocks. What these figures imply is that
roughly 25% of all Soviet families live in homes or buildings heated by room
heaters, stoves, or fires.
Note that in 1985, 37% of the population was located in what the Soviets
define as rural area, down somewhat from 45% in 1960. 61
Energy use for these
people is less certain than for urban homes, because of the importance of "selfprocured" fuels, such as solids (primarily wood and peat, but coal as well) or
even liquids. We suspect that these fuels are undercounted, because they may be
obtained from other sectors. Additionally, an uncertain but probably significant
share of homes are situated on factory or agricultural property, energy

68If the average temperature was greater than 15.5 0 C we skip the month. We
assume that above this outdoor temperature, no space heating is required to
maintain the indoors at 18 C, heat from the sun, people, and other energy uses
sufficing.
69Th is finding is consistent with discussions with Gostroi (the
Ministry of Construction) and other institutes we have spoken with.
60
0. Nekrasova, RKG, Moscow,
Gostroi, private communication.

61Naselenie SSSR v 1987
Moscow, 1988, p. 8.
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consumption for which is likely counted in these sectors. Hence, the energy use
figures probably underestimate actual consumption for residential (and service)
buildings.
Separating the energy use of the residential and services sectors from
their combined sector depends on many assumptions, as noted in the Appendix. The
breakdown of end uses back in time is uncertain, but the general pattern is
clear.
c.

Residential Sector

Figure 24 shows the main uses of energy in the residential sector on a per
capita basis. The figures for residential energy use show the importance of space
and water heating (practically all heat or direct fuel use), and the minimum role
played by electricity for all purposes.
It is generally the case that where
space heating is provided by a central boiler or district system, water heating
is provided by the same source. In rural areas, LPG and electricity can be found
for space and water heating. For cooking, over 80% of homes have natural gas,
which covers cooking needs, 10% use LPG, 7% use electricity, and the remainder
use wood or coal. As part of this calculation, we have assumed that in 1985,
specific consumption for cooking was 7.5 GJ/dwelling, born out by conversations
w.ith VNIIKTEP.
There is no question that in cities, centrally-heated apartments are "well
heated." Indeed, they are overheated during much of the year. Hot water is now
found in over 90% of all dwellings, but it is often unavailable in the summer
months if the space heating system is shut down for seasonal repair. Whatever the
"correct" allocation of energy use to hot water, however, the combined figure
implies high energy intensity. This can be seen by estimating useful space
heating energy from each source, where the efficiency of converting "fuel" to
heat in rooms (whether from a boiler circulating hot water or individual room
stoves), is 70%, that of district heat is 88% (i~e., minus distribution losses)
and that of electricity is set at 100%. When this quantity is divided by floor
area and the average number of degree-days, 4600 (base 18 C ) , comparisons with
other countries are possible. The resulting space heating intensity
is much
higher than in Scandinavia or even the United States or Central Europe (Fig. 25).
Since our figures most likely underestimate actual energy use in homes, and our
"useful energy" conversion may underestimate the efficiency of fuel conversion
in large boilers, we might have even underestimated useful heating intensity. The
only possible explanation we see is that heating in the USSR is extremely
inefficient.
The explanation is not difficult to find. First, buildings have poor
insulation levels, both in theory, judging by values required by SNIP (the
building code) and, in practice, according to building experts. Windows typically
have two panes and are not well sealed. There are few thermostats, shunts or
valves on radiators, or controls to regulate room temperatures or boiler output.
Most important, there is virtually no metering of heat or hot water. Consumers
pay a nominal fee for these services each month, sometimes correlated to the area
of the housing unit.
Put simply, there is no market for efficient heating
practices, and virtually no technology to deliver efficient heating. These
comments also apply to water heating, which is produced in the same system that
produces space heating for at least 75% of all homes in the USSR.
Household electricity use appears to reflect a similar story (Fig. 26).
Consumption per capita or per household is quite low by Western standards (Fig.
27, yet electricity consumption is high relative to the few appliances owned
(Fig. 28). A typical small refrigerator (250 liters, one door) may consume 400
kWh/year, using an old compressor design and poor insulation. Washing machines
draw hot water from the main household system, so their electricity consumption
is only for the motor and probably low (in much of Europe washers heat the water
they use to the desired temperature). The older televisions are also very energy
22

intensive relative to size. However, Kogan reports that newer appliances are more
energy efficient.~
d. Service (non-residential) Buildings
Per capita area in the service sector is less than 5 square meters, as
compared with 10-15 square meters in Europe and over 25 square meters in the
United states. 63The mix of fuels in service buildings is similar to that of
homes. Since service buildings tend to be found closer to large cities and their
centers than homes, these buildings are closer to large district heating systems.
Thus the penetration of district heat into this sector ought to be somewhat
higher than in the residential sector. Although the figures we show reflect the
"residual" nature of this sector, there is no way to partition the service sector
from homes without leaving the appearance that space/water heating intensities
in both sectors are high compared with those in similar cold countries. In other
words, space and water heating in the services sector is also inefficient.
Electricity use in service buildings is quite low in terms of energy
use/square meter.
This reflects the relatively low standards of building
operation (few compute~s, low levels of mechanical ventilation, low levels of
lighting) that exist ~n the Soviet Union. There are few large commercial
refrigerators in stores. Indeed, prepared/processed food is virtually unknown in
the USSR. Most electricity consumption is for lights and motors. Additionally,
Soviet sources list electricity use for water pumping (including the pumps that
circulate water in central heating systems) and for street lighting.
Air
conditioning has begun to spread, particularly in southern regions.
Appendix. Estimating the shares of the Residential and Services Sector.
soviet sources list per capita and total gross area of residential space.
Data on the number of dwelling units by type, which is an important indicator for
understanding energy use in homes for water heating, lighting, and appliances,
are unfortunately evasive. From the 1979 census and other indirect indicators,64
we have estimated that there were about 70 million homes for 80 million
households in the USSR in 1985 and 72 million for 90 million households in 1989.
Of the total in 1989, 49 million were state apartments, 1.8 million were
coliective dwellings (housing 3.8 million families), and the remaining were
farmhouses or other kinds of detached houses. These homes housed 74 million
households in 1989, leaving 26 million soviets (including many singles) who lived
in barracks, dormitories, or other kinds of collective facilities. 66
These
rough figures reflect a severe housing shortage.
The area of dwellings is important for understanding the demand for space
heat. Figures on the size of new apartments show the size rising from 38 square
meters in 1946-50 to close to 60 square meters in 1986-8, giving a rough average
of 55 square meters per apartment. Since there were an estimated 18 million
farmhouses and other individual dwellings in 1988, which are certainly larger

62y. Kogan, private communication.
63Schipper, L., Ketoff, A., and Meyers, S., "Energy Use in the Service
Sector: An International Comparison," Energy Policy 1986, No. 14, Vo1. 3, pp.201218.
64 0. Nekrasova, private communication.
~Aganbegyan, A., "Chelovek i ekonomika" in Ogonek 1987, No. 30, as cited
in Aaslund, 1990, op cit.
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than 100 square meters each, this implies that the average size of an individual
dwelling is about 60 square meters. The average, including all the collective
., space, is about 55 square meters per household. Apartments in Sweden are about
70 square meters each, and those in the United States are about 85 square
meters. 66 Because of the large household size, therefore, Soviet homes are small
and crowded by international standards, as Fig. 22 suggests.
The estimate of service sector space by Sinyak was confirmed by figures
furnished by VNIIKTEP. They estimate total volume of service sector at 4700
billion cubic meters in 1985. Assuming that the distance between floors in
commercial buildings is approximately 4 meters yields a floor area of 1175
million square meters, or 4.3 square meters per capita. We assume that this
figure grew slowly in the past. While the distance between floors may seem high
by Western standards, it reflects the preponderance of institutional buildings
(schools, hospitals, large stores, cultural and assembly buildings) in the stock.
Based on estimates of floor area and experience with data from other cold
countries,67 we have partitioned 82% of fuel deliveries and 80% of district
heating to the residential sector for 1985. This split yields heating per square
meter in both the housing and service sector that are self consistent, that for
services being higher than for housing because ceilings are so much higher and
buildings poorly maintained. The housing shares were higher in 1960, 88% and 84%
respectively, because far less of the service sector was built then.
We must then divide fuel use and district heat deliveries further. For the
residential sector, we assume (with some evidence from the literature) that 12%
of fuel and 20% of district heating provides for domestic hot water. An
additional 10% of fuel (estimated from the numbers of homes connected to gas
mains or using LPG) is for cooking. For the services sector, we assume that fuel
and distric,t heating for cooking and water heating is significantly less, as
borne out by international comparisons. 68
Some fuel and electricity is for
cooking, both in restaurants or hotels but also in canteens of many enterprises.
In th.is way we account for fuel and district heating use in each sector.
From separate studies of electricity use,69 we find the distribution of
total sales of 229 TWH in 1985. Of these, 95.1 were used in homes, the rest in
the services sector. The residential uses are broken down further by principal
end uses. Using information from ENIN,7o we have estimated the componerit for
household lighting (27.4 TWH) , household refrigerators (20.9 TWH), and TV (10
TWH) as well. The same sources give the approximate disposition of electricity
use in the service sector, which here includes street lighting.

66Sc hipper, Ketoff, and Kahane, 1985, op cit.
67Schipper, Ketoff, and Kahane, 1985, op cit, see also Schipper, 1984, op
cit.
68Schipper, Meyers, and Ketoff, 1986, op cit.
69Kogan, 1987, op cit.
70yu. Kogan, private communication.
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IV.

The soviet Energy-Efficiency Dilemma

structural changes, technological changes, and behavioral changes will play
an important role in energy conservation in the USSR. As industrial production
trends change and consumers obtain new consumer goods, there could be some
downward pressures on energy intensity. New designs and materials can reduce the
production and utilization of energy-intensive products, such as steel and
cement, relative to overall economic activity.
It is feasible that freight
haulage could also drop, as there would be less bulk to move around, and more
efficient dispatch of heavy goods and raw materials. These changes are part of
the reconstruction that the term "perestroika" embodies.
However, perestroika provides important upward pressures on energy
intensity as well.
Growth in living space, along with increased appliance
ownership, could cause energy use by the residential sector to grow. Energy use
by the commercial and service sector could expand rapidly, if more goods are
available, if the number of shops and the hours they are open expand to hold the
goods and the consumers, if the food-processing industry modernizes, if more
streets are lit, etc.
Auto ownership and individual travel could increase as
well, which would increase demand for precious light petroleum products.
The
production of consumer, industrial, and agricultural chemicals will certainly
expand, as will paper and plastics production because consumers will demand not
only appliances and automobiles, but also goods like newspapers, toilet paper,
soap, textiles, and shoes.
Thus "structural change" is a double-edged sword. It is misleading to
consider only the overproduction of some energy-intensive commodities as the
primary result of the structural change that comes with economic rationalization.
And it is dangerous to overlook the apparent pent-up demand for consumer
comforts, mobility, services, and convenience that Westerners enjoy. The dilemma
for Soviet energy planners, as well as outsider observers, is that it is not yet
clear which side of this sword is sharper. In the following sections, however,
we shall try to sketch how Soviet energy-use patterns could change in the future.
There is a further aspect to this dilemma. Many of the problems we will
identify as central to taming energy use are endemic to the broader problem of
the state of the Soviet energy economy. Is the inefficiency of Soviet energy use
any worse than that of any other segment of the economy? Can energy problems be
tamed without improving problems in the rest of the economy?
Finally, the current decay of the Soviet economy may prove to be both a
blessing and a curse to the improvement of energy efficiency. If "restructuring"
leads to a serious shakeout of inefficient activities and infrastructure, much
of the activity and capital stock that contributes to inefficient energy use in
the USSR could simply be abandoned.
Were authorities to recognize this
possibility, much new capital that might have been deployed to retrofit industry
and other sectors to improve efficiency could be withheld until it was clear
which factors or indeed industries were going to survive, and which ones would
be abandoned, or at least seriously modified. At the same time, the current
crunch reaches far beyond the energy sector; it can hardly be expected that
Soviet authorities can worry about making modest savings in energy, a relatively
abundant resources, when economies in other sectors appear more pressing.
Similarly, the restructuring of the economy will likely change all prices, not
just those for energy. Thus it is not clear how the relative scarcity of energy
will change with economic reform, or even collapse. These considerations are not
meant to nullify our analysis of how inefficient energy use really is in the
USSR, but must be borne in mind in considering what can be done, and if so, how
quickly.
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A.

Outlook for Energy Use in Industry

Since industry accounts for such a large share of final energy demand in
the Soviet Union, most Soviet articles on conservation often focus on the
potential for reducing the demand for energy by industry. Indeed, there are many
opportunities for reducing the energy intensity of industrial production in the
Soviet Union.
However, it is important to note that some sectors of Soviet
industry are likely to increase their energy intensity as production moves
towards world market standards.
The single most important factor in reducing the energy intensity of Soviet
industry is likely to be structural: changing the mix of industrial activities
away from heavy indu'stry to less energy-intensive goods.
Key to this will be
reducing the role of iron and steel throughout the economy. Technological change
within industry will also play an important role in reducing energy intensity,
as will behavioral change in managing factories. However, it appears that none
of these measures can be successful without complete revamping of prices and
planning as they exist today.
Structural There are three aspects of structural change that are likely
to affect the demand for metals for manufacturing in the Soviet Union: lowering
the volume of metals use (absolutely; or by substituting other materials, such
as plastics); increasing the quality of production so excess equipment is not
produced in order to be used as spares; and matching industrial production with
demand, rather than plan targets.
It is difficult, to quantify how much excess iron and steel consumption
currently exists in Soviet manufacturing. One Soviet analyst estimated excessive
metal intensity for Soviet heavy equipment, compared to comparable Western
manufacture, and found that Soviet equipment had from 10% to 70% more weight than
equipment in the West. 71
Steel manufacturers have had no incentive to meet a
market demand, and since Soviet steel plants are not able .to supply the machinebuilding industry with rolled production of the proper dimensions, shape, and
strength factors, manufacturers are forced to use steel plate of larger dimension
than actually required. 72 This problem has been exacerbated by the excessive
safety factors have been incorporated into equipment design, in part due to
conce.rns over steel quality, which results in the design and production of a wide
range of manufactured items with significantly more steel than necessary.
Reducing the metal intensity of production would reduce the. energy
consumption of the ferrous metals industry. By reducing the weight of
manufactured goods, however, it also would indirectly enchance the energy
efficiency of transport (through lighter and more efficient vehicles as well as
lighter freight).
Rising energy prices acted to reduce the metal-intensity of
transport: there was a general downsizing of cars and increased use of lighter
materials as a result of fuel economy regulations and market demand for more
efficient vehicles. 73 There has been little improvement in reducing the weight
of the larger cars in the Soviet Union, like Volgas (1288 kg in 1970, 1178 kg in
1975, 1121 kg in 1985), although there has been some improvement in reducing the

71Smelyakov, N., "S chego nachinaetsya rodina," Polizdat, MOSCOW, 1975, as
cited in Rumer., op cit, p. 17.
72Rumer, op cit, p. 20.
73In the United States the average iron and steel content in cars fell from
1450 kg in 1975 to 1139 kg in 1985. Williams, Robert H., Larson, Eric D., and
Ross, Marc H., op cit, p. 120.
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metal intensity of smaller cars, like Zhiguli and Hoskvich (688 kg in 1980 for
"Hoskvich2140" down to 551 kg in 1985).74
One of the problems that is faced by Soviet industry in reducing metal
intensity is a shortage of materials that can be substituted for iron and steel,
and the difficulty in obtaining new manufacturing equipment for production
lines. 76 The Soviet plastics industry is relatively underdeveloped compared to
other industrial countries. The plastics industry received a late start in the
Soviet Union, several decades behind other industrial countries, and the industry
has not been able to expand production at the rates envisioned by the plan (both
for bulk plastics and plastic processing). The Soviet Union produces only about
20% of the polyethylene and polypropylene of the United States,76 despite the
large resources of feedstocks located in the Soviet Union. Joint ventures have
focused heavily on the petrochemical industry, although it is unclear at this
time how many of these agreements will actually move on to a production phase.
Demands for manufactured goods have not been matched by Soviet production,
either in terms of quantity or quality. Because the manufacture of spare parts
was not assigned high value by planners, equipment manufacturers would receive
higher bonuses for producing complete pieces of equipment. This has resulted in
insufficient spare parts for almost all types of equipment. Without adequate
spare parts and with little attention to the quality of production, Soviet
equipment typically does not last long in service. For the past twenty years,
over one-half million tractors have been manufactured each year in USSR.
Apparently the total new production of tractors are required merely as
replacements in the total stock of 2.9 million tractors in Soviet agriculture,
whereas the 4.8 million tractors in American agriculture can do with an annual
replacement of 150,000. 77 There are many tales in the Soviet press about new
equipment that does not work when received.
One well-known example of
inoperative new equipment has been with oil rigs; units frequently must be
repaired at oil and gas fields from parts scavenged from other new units.
Although structural change would involve the reduction in output of energy
intensive goods, there will likely be an increase in the production of other
energy intensive goods. To replace metals and increase the production of some
consumer goods, there will likely be a significant increase in the demand for
plastic materials.
The pulp and paper industry is also undeveloped, yielding
very little production of paper consumer products like napkins, toilet paper, or
cups and plates. Daily newspapers are only 4 to 8 pages in length, and these get
snapped up early in the mornings at newsstands. In fact, the low level of paper
production has actually limited the circulation of new publications. Finally,
some activities will uphold the demand for steel. An increase in construction
activities in very cold climates, such as in Siberia, has been increasing the

74Material' o-tekhnicheskoe obeshpechenie narodnogo khoziaistva SSSR, op' cit,
p. 12.
76Gorbachev pushed for dramatic improvements in the machine-building sector
during his first years as general secretary.
However, without backing up his
targets with investment capital, there have been few improvements in this sector
in recent years.
76Sagers, H., and Shabad, T., eds., The Chemical Industry in the USSR: An
Economic Geography, American Chemical Society and Westview Press, Boulder, CO,
1990.
77Averbuch, S. L., EKO 1988, No.4, pp. 108-109, as cited in Wadekin, op
cit, p. 101.
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steel intensity of construction. 78 Thus structural change within Soviet industry
is truly a double-edged sword, with the potential to both reduce and increase
overall energy demand.
Technical There are also a number of technical measures that can be taken
to reduce energy use in industry.
The first would be to improve the ratio of
rolled products to crude steel, in order to reduce requirements for crude steel.
The yield of rolled steel products in the Soviet Union is very low, and hence
more crude steel must be produced in order to obtain them. In 1988 the Soviet
yield was 71 percent, a ratio that showed little improvement since the 1950. 79
Since the yield of crude steel to products in the United States was 85% and in
Japan 94%, the Soviets had to produce about 1.41 tons of crude steel to obtain
1 ton of rolled products in 1981, while the US needed to produce 1.18 tons of
crude steel, and Japan only 1.06 tons. Thus, in 1988, the USSR had to rroduce
163 mt of crude steel in order to produce 116 mt of rolled products,8 or 26
million tons more crude steel than would have been needed in the US, and 40
million tons more than would have been required for the same purpose in Japan.
In fact, as indicated by the large difference between crude steel and rolled
products (almost 50 million tons in 1988) it seems as if a great deal of Soviet
ferrous metal production never leaves the factory.
Of the 90 million tons of
steel scrap available in 1987, a full 50 percent (45 million tons) came from
within the ferrous metal industry.81 We suspect that similar reductions can be
made in other materials processing industries.
Steel production still relies heavily on open hearth furnaces, and the
level of continuous casting employed is low.
The share of steel produced in
electric and basic oxygen furnaces reached 47.5% in 1988 (with the capacity of
oxygen furnaces growing faster than electric furnaces), compared to 26.5% in 1970
and 39.2% in 1980. 82 Continuous casting methods can provide considerable energy
savings compared to traditional methods. Yet only 17 percent of Soviet castings
is made with continuous casting, compared to 53 percent in the United States, and
90 percent in Japan. 83 84
Another technical process that can provide energy savings is found in the
manufacture of cement by the "dry" process.
This offers substantial energy
savings compared to the wet process. The "dry" process uses 20-30% less energy
per ton of clinker. However, only about 15 percent of Soviet cement is produced
using "dry" method, a level that has not changed much in the last 20 years,

78Rumer, op cit, pp 15-16.
79SSSR v Tsifrakh v 1988, op cit, p. 201.
80Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR v 1988, op cit, p. 382.
81Materia1noe-tekhnicheskoe obespechenie narodnogo khoziaistva SSSR, op cit,
p. 180.
82SSSR v Tsifrakh 1988, op cit, p. 144.
83Saibakov,
N.,
"Problemy energosberezheniia"
[Problems of
Conservation], Ekonomicheskaia Gazeta 1988, No. 18, April 1988, p. 14.
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84The share of continuous casting was 4.3% in 1970, 11.2% in 1980, and 16.6%
in 1988 SSSR v Tsifrakh 1988, op cit, p. 144.
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despite the fact that energy economists have pointed to the energy savings of the
dry method for a number of years. 86
While energy intensity can decrease in some sectors, there are other
sectors where energy intensity has been increasing. For example, production in
the textile industry has exhibited increasing energy intensity owing to
improvements in labor conditions, such as improved ventilation.
The Soviet
refining industry is underdeveloped, with a large share of refining capacity
devoted to primary distillation.
The pressure to increase the share of light
products to meet domestic demand for gasoline and diesel has increased with the
recent downturn in oil production. The refining industry plans to increase the
capacity of secondary refining, which is much more energy intensive than
distillation processing. B6 Electricity use per ton of refinery throughput in
1988 has increased by 20 percent since 1980,87 and electricity use is also
increasing in oil fields, particularly for pumps and drilling rigs; as reservoir
conditions worsen. Improvements in tire quality result in higher energy use per
unit output.
The production of radial tires in the share of vehicle tire
production (not including agriculture equipment) already increased from 26% in
1980 to 48% in 1988,88 and will increase further in the years to come.
There is no question that better technology can provide enormous energy
saving benefits to Soviet industry. But the rate of replacement of old and
outdated technology may be limited for the near future by the overcapacity that
will arise if production itself is rationalized. However, better utilization of
existing technologies, even if outdated, would also provide energy-saving
benefits of a more immediate nature, as we note next.
Behavioral Soviet planners realize that a program of reducing the metal
intensity of production is extremely important in reducing the energy demands of
indu~try.
But this is not an easy task, given the tools available and the
tremendous inertia of both industrial activity and ministerial bureaucracy. A
program to reduce the metal intensity of industrial production started in the
mid-1980s, but it is clear that there had been little success in reducing the
demand for metals. 89
In an economic system dominated by ministries and
production targets, the Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy has little to gain by
reducing output.
Industrial activities need incentives for meeting market demand.
For
example, enterprise norms are not set in detail but in aggregated indices, so
factories can produce more thick rolled metal (compared to thin), and still meet
target. 90
Another reason for excess material production is that factory
managers frequently "overestimate" their demand for raw materials during the
planning process in order to assure sufficient supplies.
This is one of the

B6Matthew J. Sagers and Albina Tretyakova, USSR: Trends in Fuel and Energy
consumption by Sector and Fuel, 1970-1980 CIR Staff Paper No. 36, U.S. Bureau of
Census, Washington, DC, 1988, p. 29.
86Cooper, R. C., "Looming crisis in the Soviet
PlanEcon Report Volume V, No.5, 3 February 1989.
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87Narodnoe Khoziaistvo SSSR v 1988, op cit, p. 313.
88SSSR v Tsifrakh v 1988, op cit, p. 146.
89Gorshkov, M., "0 dal' neishikh izmeneniiakh struktury promyshlennogo
proizvodstva" [On Future Changes in the Structure of Industrial Production],
Planovoe Khoziaistvo, December 1988, p. 30.
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problems of central allocation of
enough. sometimes this results in
not adequately protected from the
be used as a barter good to get
supplied by official channels. 91

materials: you have ask for too much to get
supplies that sit around in storage, probably
elements. Sometimes the excess material can
other necessary supplies that haven't been

A higher quality of industrial production will reduce the overproduction
of some manufactured goods (such as tractors, oil rigs and land-moving equipment)
that don't work at delivery and end up being used for spare parts. It would be
much less energy intensive to manufacture working equipment and spare parts in
the first place, rather than going through the entire manufacturing process, but
so far there have been few incentives to do this. The management of enterprises
(managing for profit when energy is priced accurately), will likely play an
important role in overall efficiency of resource use.
The severe housing shortages, which will be exacerbated by the return of
hundreds of thousands of Soviet soldiers and their families, will place a great
deal of pressure on increasing the housing stock. In fact, one of the goals of
perestroika has been the attainment of housing for every family in the Soviet
Union by the year 2000, although there has been little progress in this
direction.
On the other hand, it is likely that construction of industrial
enterprises will slow down as new economic tools are used in the decision-making
process.
If new economic measures are taken, the time required for completion
of construction projects should be reduced considerably, which should reduce the
overall energy intensity of construction projects.
There are important choices in construction methods and materials that
influence the energy needed for this sector. The concentration of new housing
into enormous structures increases materials requirements (for strength) as well
as energy requirements to lift and fasten parts into place. While a careful
analysis of the energy requirements of construction has never been conducted in
the West, it appears that the Soviet style of heavy construction is intrinsically
energy intensive. Research into newer, lighter materials that still insulate well
against heat and old and show durability could reduce the energy required for
construction.
Finally, agriculture will also change. Like other sectors of industry,
there are upward pressures on energy consumption as well as downwards pressures
in the agricultural sector. Assuming more land and agricultural activities are
turned over to private enterprise, production (and one would assume energy
utilization) will become much more efficient. However, this increases the need
for transport, in particular refrigerator trucks (almost non-existent at this
point) to move produce from fields to storage facilities, and then on to market
or food-processing enterprises. There will be increasing demand for energy for
farm mechanization, particularly in livestock and initial food processing. In
short, the reorganization of agriculture into more productive enterprises, at
whatever scale, will doubtless change energy needs significantly.
B. Outlook for Energy Use and Efficiency in the Transportation Sector
Future energy use in the transportation sector will be shaped by two
countervailing forces. Demand could be reduced significantly through efficiency
improvements. Structural change could reduce the level of freight activity,
relative to overall economic activity, adding further downward,force on energy
use in this sector. But the low level of passenger travel could increase
significantly, offsetting much of the downward pressure caused by the first two
changes.

91Rumer, op cit, p. 28.
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structure
We expect great changes in the structure of transportation. On
the one hand, the level of freight activity, relative to economic activity,
should fall as the sheer "bulk" of the economy is reduced. However, the role of
trucks will likely increase, as has occurred elsewhere when more smaller
shipments--such as food and consumer goods--are moved around. More autonomy for
individual republics could produce more local specialization and inter-republic
trade, hence greater shipping. More retail goods means more local distribution,
i.e., trucks. Essentially, then, the "weight" of materials shipped could fall
drastically as finished goods replace raw materials, but distances could actually
increase. Indeed, the current average distance a tonne is carried by commoncarrier truck in the USSR is less than 20 km, a very low figure. 92 We therefore
expect the share and absolute level of freight carried by trucks in the USSR to
rise. In the United States, the share of freight carried by trucks increased from
20% of total freight to 22% between 1973 and 1987. 93 Because this mode is so
much more energy intensive than either rail or ship, this change caused about a
5% increase in energy used for U.S. freight, all else equal. But in the USSR, a
large reduction in bulk shipments could reduce energy use for freight
sufficiently to offset the structural shift towards trucks. In all, we believe
that energy use for freight will decline relative to overall economic activity.
For passenger travel, the story is reversed. In virtually every Western
country, the level of travel has increased slightly faster than GDP since 1970,
the United States (with approximately twice the level of Western Europe) being
one exception. But in the USSR, per capita travel is only 1/2 or 1/4 of the level
of Western Europe or North America, respectively. Shortage of seats on trains and
aircraft, lack of automobiles, and requirements for obtaining permission for
domestic travel all restricted movement in 'the USSR. Economic prosperity and
freedom to travel should thus boost mobility in the USSR rapidly.
In all the
Western countries, the automobile and the airplane have provided almost all the
growth in overall travel. The Moscow Rail Institute indicated plans for highspeed rail in the western part of the USSR, where population density is
relatively high. Such developments might head off part of the inevitable move to
the automobile, but the example of the united States, Canada, or Brazil, all
large countries where automobiles and air travel dominate, suggest that without
some restraint--such as lack of roads--rail will continue to lose its market
share to other, more energy-intensive modes. This modal shift increased travelrelated energy use in the United States by 4% between 1973 and 1987. 94 We
anticipate a much greater impact of structural change in the USSR.
Technology Obviously the potential growth in travel, and shifts towards
car, truck, and air could have a great impact on energy use. This impact could
be mitigated, however, if all modes become more energy efficient. Additionally,
the growth in cars will probably be at the "low," i.e., light, end, which will
continue to lower the apparent fuel intensity. Many of the problems that make
fuel use inefficient are system problems, not just those related to the cars
itself. These problems include poor roads, poorly organized traffic, and low
quality gasoline. However, the technologies for automobiles themselves are poor:
old designs, little use of computers, poor quality of the finished product, and
difficulty getting good spare parts. Thus, there is considerable room for
improvement in automobile fuel economy.
We believe that the specific fuel
consumption of the existing fleet could be reduced 20%, while simple changes to
new cars might permit an additional 20% savings.

92Transport i sviaz', op cit.
93Schipper, Howarth, and Geller, 1990, op cit.
94Schipper, Howarth, and Geller, 1990, op cit.
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Many of the same problems apply to trucks as well. The share of freight
hauled by diesel reached nearly 67% of tonne-kID in 1988, and about 5% of freight
was hauled by natural gas-driven vehicles used by common carriers. 96 Still, the
remaining gasoline trucks require more fuel than diesel. More important, there
is little evidence that freight is shipped efficiently, with attention to load
factors, circuity of routing, and other factors. One transportation institute
revealed that the measure tonne-kilometers was suspect because shippers could
send freight circuitously just to accumulate high "production" figures. Thus, one
major problem hindering efficient use of this mode is institutional. A 20%
reduction in fuel use/tonne-kID is not unreasonable, and a further reduction in
circuitous driving would permit even greater savings.
For air travel, the load-factor problem is the reverse: planes are almost
always filled, tickets being very hard to obtain. Indeed, it is reported that 10%
of the Soviet population wanted to buy air tickets last year but could not for
lack of space. If we compare the energy intensity of air travel (in Mj/passengerkID) in the USSR with that in the United states 96 and in the FRG,97 we find the
three values for 1985 very close. Since the load factors on Soviet aircraft are
so high (i.e., virtually 100%, versus 60% in the United States), this implies
that the energy consumption per seat-kID of Soviet passenger aircraft is 66%
higher than those in the United states, suggesting an enormous potential for
improvement with better design and engines. In particular, an Aeroflot brochure
describing the fleet notes 4- and 3-engine aircraft with seating capacities that
correspond to those of Western aircraft with 3 and 2 engines, respectively. The
TU 154, a large aircraft by Soviet standards, requires 3 engines. In other words,
the Soviet passenger fleet of 1990 resembles Western fleets of the early 1970s.
But the number of "jumbo jets," (i.e., more than 300 seats) reached almost 10%
of the fleet in 1988, while the number of planes with consumption as low as 40
grams of fuel per passenger-kID (approximately 1.6 MJ/pass-kID, half the current
average) reached 16% in 1988. According to these Soviet data, then, there have
been improvements in the efficiency of air travel in recent years. Aeroflot's
decision to buy 2-engine Airbusses from Western Europe is an important step
towards improving the fuel efficiency of the fleet. Soviet officials foresee a
decrease in specific consumption by the turn of the century to close to U.S.
levels for the same load factor, particularly as the role of TU 154 and TU 202
increases.
We have not been able to gather much information on the outlook for other
modes. However, it is notable that while the rail network is described as well
electrified, plans exist for high-speed rail (which would increase energy
intensity). Electric transit (the subway systems, trolley busses, and some trams)
appears well utilized during daylight and early evening hours, but still has to
run at very late hours to provide service to the majority of the population
without private transportation. While we cannot evaluate separately the
efficiency of the traction systems, load factors, and utilization of either mass
transit or the rail system, the high utilization lowers the energy intensity of
the system significantly. However, more effective motors, regenerative braking,
and more careful scheduling could cut some of the electricity demands from both
rail and transit systems.
Bus travel still accounts for significant energy use, over 350 PJ in 1985
(roughly twice the level of the United States). Unfortunately, sources provided

96Transport i sviaz' SSSR, op cit, p. 93.
96Schipper, Howarth, and Geller, 1990, op cit.
97Schipper, L., Duerr, P., Steiner, R., Stroem, S., and An, F., Energy Use
for Passenger Transport in OECD countries: Changes between 1970 and 1987,
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only a single figure for the intensity of travel for the entire 1960 - 1985
period, so there is no information on intensity trends. The bus fleet relies
mostly on gasoline; conversion to diesel (only 30% of vehicles in 1988) would
save considerable amounts of energy in urban traffic. Currently, however, the
only diesel busses in the USSR are Ikarus busses that have been imported from
Hungary. But the number of natural gas-driven busses reached 1% of the fleet.
Growth in their numbers offers prospects for both oil savings and lower
pollution.
Behavior
We anticipate continued shifts towards air travel and the
automobile. Certainly, the advantages of electric transit in congested cities,
such as cleanliness and quiet, are well known. But as cities spread and density
falls, authorities may find it hard to keep load factors up on all routes,
leading to the fall in the use or share of mass transit that the West has
experienced. This change in travel behavior, brought on by prosperity, must not
be overlooked. We will not predict a decline in collective land transit, only
observe that the automobile and airplane were the engines of mobility growth in
the late 1980s in the USSR. And we must point out that with very low, subsidized
fares (5 kopecks/ride in Moscow), it is difficult to estimate the real economic
demand for mass transport in the USSR. With Soviet citizens facing the prospect
of choice in many aspects of life, it is likely that their travel behavior will
also change as fares rise, but the direction is uncertain.
The future of automobile use is also uncertain. Gasoline is expensive today
(40 kopecks/liter, 64 U.S. cents at the "official" rate of $1.60/ruble) and hard
to procure, with long lines at service stations before weekends. Still, the
demand for travel is so suppressed that people do what they can to stretch
gasoline. Automobiles are very difficult to obtain, although production is now
running at 1.3 million/year. The presence of a thriving black market for cars
suggests that the demand for automobiles is long from satisfied. But improvements
in roads, particularly outside of cities, are as important as increased
automobile availability. Difficulties with quality and spare parts prevent
Soviets from keeping their cars in good and efficient condition. In spite of
these difficulties, however, we expect that Soviet citizens will continue to
acquire and drive automobiles when possible.
In the final analysis, it must be recalled that in the USSR, total
mobility,
slightly less than 6000 passenger-km/capita, is very low by
international standards, even before considering the huge size of the country.
Because of the lack of true pricing of services (except for gasoline), it is
difficult to predict how Soviets will travel if travel and travel-related fuel
prices increase. Subsidies that have helped keep a reliable transit system in
place in cities may be questioned as part of economic restructuring. However well
future Soviet planners can design communities to reduce demand for travel for
services, work, and free time, we expect the demand for travel to rise rapidly
with prosperity.
C. Outlook For The Residential and Service Sectors
The residential and services sectors reveal the same pattern as the
transportation sector: low levels of activities, but inefficient use of energy
for those activities. More efficient energy use could reduce energy intensities
significantly, but these gains could be more than offset by increased home floor
space, more home appliances, and, above all, more space and energy-using services
in commercial buildings.
Structure
There is no question that important changes will occur to the
structure of the residential and service sectors. Built space per capita will
doubtless increase to relieve the housing shortage, raise comfort levels at home,
and permit consumers a wider range of activities away from home. We estimate that
the residential and service sector areas lay at 1/3 to 1/5 the per capita values
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of Scandinavia or the United states. Clearly, an expansion is to be expected as
the Soviet economy improves.
At the same time, we have noted the relatively low standards of comfort and
convenience in these buildings (aside from heating): low lighting levels, few,
simple appliances, few computers, etc. Indeed, there is considerable room for
increasing the stock of major electrical appliances in the residential sector.
Refrigerator ownership is almost saturated, and some families with garden plots
have more than one refrigerator in order to store produce.
But there are very
few freezers in the Soviet Union, likely a result of a primitive food-processing
industry and general difficulties in obtaining foodstuffs. Televisions are also
saturated, but there are very few "advanced" electric devices such as VCRs or
personal computers. There are virtually no clothes dryers or dishwashers.
Most
people have access to a small portable washing machine, but the Soviet appliance
industry has not been able to produce sufficient quantities of automatic washers.
In a similar way, the very level of space in buildings is low: stores and offices
are crowded; office space low; and lines form outside of stores even in the
winter.
More comfort seems an inevitable necessity. Given the warm and moist
periods during the summer, air conditioning can be expected in both commercial
buildings, and even homes, in the long run.
These increases in the level of services delivered by energy do not
necessarily imply a proportional increase in energy use. Instead, they represent
enormous opportunities to put in place energy-efficient technologies, although
the sheer increase in the extent of the built environment probably means an
increase in the absolute level of energy for space heating.
The low level of
electricity services in both homes and buildings probably argues for increases
in this sector, again, moderated considerably by greater efficiency.
Technology
There is a huge potential for improving the efficiency of
energy use in soviet buildings. Present insulation requirements for apartments
are well below those practiced in Scandinavia, and far from those levels used in
the best wooded-framed homes in these countries (or the United States). While
achieving the same high levels of insulation in concrete buildings that
characterize the USSR is not as easy as in wood-frame ones, far better insulation
levels can be reached. Heat and hot water regulation technologies are primitive
or non-existent; windows do not fit well; and heat-leaking aluminum frames are
common. There are virtually no windows that are treated with coatings or
separated by gases, two techniques that reduce heat losses through glass. Put
simply, the thermal standards of Soviet buildings are poor, given the severity
of the winter climate in most of the country. And the lack of equipment for
regulating hot water, or the practice of combined production of hot water and
space heat in non-heating months (if indeed the system is left on) also leaves
great potential for reducing energy demand.
Appliances and other electrical equipment are not better. Although ENIN
reports improvements in the efficiency of some home refrigerators, they also
indicate that the typical designs and components, particularly compressors, are
very old. Among the TV models offered for sale in Byelorussia, there is almost
a 2 to 1 variation in electricity consumption for a given size, suggesting one
model is very power hungry.
Makarov and Bashmakov 98 report a significant
potential for improving motors, which should impact uses in small appliances,
elevators, fans, and other, more significant uses, in larger buildings.
Many of the same improvements could be applied to existing (and new)
buildings in the service sector, particularly control systems that regulate
intake of heat as well as its distribution to the parts of the building. Advanced

98Makarov, A. A. and Bashmakov, I., The Soviet Union: A strategy of Energy
Development With Minimum Emissions of Greenhouse Gases, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory Global Studies Program, Washington, DC, 1990.
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lighting systems which give more light for less electricity, as well as improved
ventilation to take advantage of internal gains in buildings, would also be
attractive. Indeed, room air conditioners are not uncommon in offices in Moscow
because solar gain and the heat from internal loads overheats some rooms. As
computing and information technologies become more widespread, internal heating
sources could add to the discomfort of overheated Soviet buildings. Careful
ventilation techniques could remove much of the extra heat in the summer, thereby
reducing air-conditioning needs, and could put waste heat to use in the winter.
Behavior Although technology can save a great deal of energy in the USSR,
the most important ingredient in greater efficiency in buildings is not advanced
technology but a market for efficiency fostered by proper energy pricing,
feedback and control systems, and increased awareness by building occupants and
managers that they can exercise a great degree of control over building energy
use, too. A related issue is that of scale: the large-scale heating systems such
as district heating, and even building central heating, work well when energy
supplies and use are unconstrained, but are poorly suited to situations where
occupants begin to regulate their own energy demands or where internal loads
begin to take a larger share of the heating burden. This problem is important in
the summer months, where it may not make sense to provide "free" hot water from
large plants located many kilometers from consumers, but where it would make
sense to use gas or even electric boilers in each apartment, again forcing
occupants to pay attention to their own consumption. Consider the low standard
of electric appliances,which, while produced on a large scale, are procured as
small-scale individual systems, in contrast to the large-scale heat supply
systems. If the same effort to design the large-scale systems were applied to
designing home appliances, we suspect considerable electricity savings could be
made.
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V.

USSR:

Barriers to More Efficient Energy Use

Is energy use less efficient than other processes in the USSR? We suggested
that the question describes a dilemma for Soviet planners. The formidable
barriers to greater efficiency in the USSR are not always unique to the energy
sector. In fact, it may be impossible to overcome barriers to more efficient
energy use unless these same barriers, which we review below, fall in other key
sectors. The most important barriers are the lack of a price system, the lack of
familiarity with energy management (which arises from the lack of prices), and
the abysmal lack of information. More precisely~ there is actually an enormous
flood of information used by planners. But it is veiled by a tradition of secrecy
that has inhibited or even prohibited open discussion in the USSR of the
structure of energy use in Soviet society.
The problem of energy pricing has two aspects. First, there is the wellknown gap between what resource inputs to production and products themselves
"cost" and their prices. Second, and unique to energy, is that certain uses are
simply not priced or metered. These two problems collide with energy, stripping
away any price-oriented framework for allocation of energy, energy-supply
decisions, or energy-conservation decisions. Such problems pervade the Soviet
economy. 99
consider the first problem: energy prices have little to do with costs. Our
soviet colleagues have said that refineries pay 25-27 rubles/tonne for crude, but
production in the Tiumen region costs 70-90 rubles/tonne. This subsidy means the
entire price system for oil is distorted. Power plants pay 18 rubles/tonne for
Donets coal, which costs more than 30 roubles/tonne to produce. These distortions
mean that today the Soviet economy is consuming low-priced energy that is
replaced by high cost energy from new hydrocarbon finds or from low quality
resources, a particular problem for coal. And Minsk-4 produces heat for 7
rubles/Gcal but sells it for 61 Industrial enterprises have little incentive to
invest to save fuel up to the point where new supplies become economically
attractive, since fuel is either allocated or provided at a shadow price well
below replacement cost. Furthermore, the lack of incentive to save up to the
margin stymies interest from enterprises to provide the means of saving energy,
i.e., heat recovery technologies, motor controls, etc. And as long as energy
supplies are allocated to industry, agriculture, and collective transport on the
basis of the Plan, crafty managers who do manage to save energy can be penalized
by having the following year's allocation reduced-- even if production were to
increase to offset the overall impact of conservation.
The pricing problem is worse for the residential and services sector. There
are no real prices charged for heating or hot water, nor meters to record
consumption, and no system for proportioning out what is charged according to
actual consumption. The only exceptions are for household electricity, which,
while inexpensive, is metered. 100
Gasoline for private motorists is one exception to the pricing pattern. The
current price for regular gasoline, 40 kopecks/liter, is high by international
standards if the official rate of 1.6 cents/kopeck is used, or if the low real
wage for Soviets is considered. Moreover, gasoline stations are few and lines
long, so the "real" price, like the price of so many consumer goods in the USSR,
is actually higher. Not surprisingly, black market sales of gasoline or gasoline
coupons, or even siphoning of gasoline from other vehicles, is not uncommon.

99Aaslund, 1989, op cit,

Nove, 1989, op cit.

100Residential consumers with electric cooking stoves pay only half the
normal residential rate for electricity.
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Because of the administrative complexities of price reforms, prices, where
relevant, are rarely changed, and current energy prices do not reflect current
energy costs.
The delay in price changes is one of the major problems facing
energy and economic efficiency in the coming years, because the Soviet price
system appears to be unable to communicate relative scarcities to participants
in the economy. 101 At this time, pricing policies are still uncertain.
While
price reforms have been announced for food, energy, and transport, it is still
unclear how much of these prices will be passed on to the consumer (or industrial
enterprise) or if the new prices will simply be added to the growing government
subsidies (as has been the case with metro fares, which will be kept artificially
at 5 kopeks per ride in Moscow, subsidized by the local government).
Soviet economists have been unfamiliar with investment criteria for
conservation. Prior to the 1965 economic reform. Soviet enterprises did not pay
interest charges for capital because Marx's labor theory of value attributed all
value to current and past labor.
Hence, Soviet ideologists concluded that
capital did not create value. 102 Planners resolved this conflict by allocating
capital based on priorities, rather than looking at relative rates of return on
investment.
After the 1965 reforms, a small interest charge for the use of
capital has been charged (on the order of 6%), to cover the administrative costs
of the funds. According to Gregory and Stuart, "the basic allocation of capital
still proceeds through an administrative investment plan, which itself is a
derivative of the output plan ••. the rate-of-return calculations are used only to
select among the variants of projects that follow planners' preferences in the
first place. ,,103
These rate of return calculations have been used to decide
which type of power plant (for example, an 800 MW gas-fired unit, or a 1000 MW
nuclear unit) should be used to generate electricity, not whether the investment
should be in electricity generation in the first place, or, for example, in
measures to reduce electricity consumption. But the lack of proper pricing for
energy makes it impossible to use Western-style calculations to prioritize
investment, although there are shadow prices used for determining "optimal"
building'insulation.
The lack of prices for goods other than energy creates a problem for energy
efficiency. What is the "right" investment in· conservation? Consider the
buildings example noted above. Suppose that planners identify the "correct" price
for saved heat or gas. The value of this saved energy, suitably discounted, must
be compared with the incremental investment required to save this energy. But
what is the real incremental cost of insulation, more advanced windows, and more
attention paid to thermal integrity in the construction process? None of these
important inputs to saving energy can be identified easily. Hence, it is
misleading to think that energy price reform alone will solve the problem of the
"right" level of conservation.
The second major element of reform that is fundamental to energy efficiency
is "glasnost," or "openness with information." Most of the data used in this
report, for example, would be considered confidential by Soviet energy
authorities. Most Soviet researchers use Western examples, or aggregate
quantities into indices or growth rates to represent or veil Soviet data. Yet
most experts do understand how energy flows in the sectors or processes they deal
with regularly. Only a few experts from the Planning agencies or energy-related
authorities actually see what the disaggregated Soviet energy economy looks like

101Gregory, Paul R. and Stuart, Robert C., Comparative Economic Systems, 3rd
edition, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, MA, 1989, p. 202.
102Gregory, Paul R., and Stuart, Robert C., Soviet Economic Structure and
Performance, 3rd edition, Harper & Row, New York, NY, 1986, p. 247.
103Gregory and Stuart, 1989, op cit.
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as a whole. Lacking this information, it is difficult for analysts there to say
where efficiency is increasing or decreasing, to make inter or intra-sectoral
comparisons, to make international comparisons, or to begin to evaluate
differences between regions, republics, or individual buildings or enterprises.
It is precisely these kinds of comparisons that have led Western analysts to find
out which energy-saving technologies really save energy, the time required for
such technologies to penetrate, and, above all, which policies or other
instruments accelerate or hinder the penetration of these technologies. The
present soviet system lacks the intellectual openness to permit this vital
knowledge to be exploited.
other aspects of this "energy glasnost" are worth mentioning. First, the
present
system discourages cooperation or
information sharing between
authorities. As a result, there are different ways of counting almost any kind
of energy use, with little attempt at reconciliation. Second, there is very
little open discussion of various plans or their history, because of the past
secrecy of even the basic plan. The high level of aggregation of data found in
the open publications makes commentary on such plans almost impossible. Third,
the very practical problem of the lack of xerox machines, computers, and other
information technology, which hurts the Soviet economy in so many other ways, is
obviously a key barrier here. While Westerners use computers, fax, and electronic
mail to share data continuously for mutual benefit, this is still virtually
impossible in the USSR. This openness had an important impact on energy use in
the United States in the 1970s, when large industries were required to report
their energy use. Managers began to recognize inefficiencies as branch-wide data
became available. Authorities were able to see where help was needed, and where
conservation was proceeding well.
The third major barrier to efficiency concerns the lack of cooperation
between branches or ministries.
Efforts to save energy in buildings should
involve construction, housing, and energy authorities, both national and local.
Interest in improving the efficiency of refrigerators should be channeled from
the institutes that make the theoretical calculations to the enterprises that
build components, and to those who make the final product. It also should go to
those authorities who might help "market" the new device, whether the
manufacturer, the local government or even the energy ministry.
Similar problems affect research and development. Vertical integration of
R&D (through ministries and ministerial research institutes) facilitates
centralized planning and implementation. It also hinders dissemination of new
technology, makes communication on intra-ministerial goals difficult, and tends
to strengthen departmentalism, while inhibiting cooperation between enterprises,
institutes, and ministries. 104 This problem is critical for energy because so
much of the needed efficiency research should take place under the guidance of
those making vehicles, designing and building structures, or producing raw
materials.
Consider just the implications of the present split in the roles of power
generation and conservation. Energy suppliers are not interested in becoming
active in end-use conservation activities, because the suppliers are not rewarded
for reducing final energy demand. The role of the power ministry in conjunction
with the challenge of increasing the efficiency and economy of electricity has
been stated to be in the introduct~ of gas-steam_tur.l:>ine.s.,Jncre.as.i,ng_th~:Llevel
,of uy),.iz~tiOI'LE~ Pow~p_l~ntS=-ana-tr~iSSlon:::iine"~,':'CiPp,li-patio2L.o.f_regul~!.!Eg
9~w_er the-e-Ilergy nee9.!LOf the_p2w.!'!_r_p~~!!Q!:.,_19wering transmission losses;-

104Shaffer, Hugh L., "R&D in the Energy Sector: Structure and Behavior," in
William J. Kelly, Hugh L. Shaffer, and J. Kenneth Thompson Energy Research and
Development in the USSR, Duke University Press, Durham, NC, 1986, p. 24.
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and other technical measur_~EI.! 106
With luck and forcefulness, the Soviet
Planner's can get more out of their heretofore successful power establishment.
But who can encourage those who build compressors, insulation, windows,
carburetors, tires, etc., to improve these vital parts of the larger energy
system?
Problems arise when ~~_ inteJ;'~~'y;_~X_E:!--Dgj:_coordinate,d_through both
ana-tii"arke~s,;:--=-as _ in _th,e _ cu:r;.r~n:t_ -=-og~.r~~~nE_.9.istrIct?~~ ing_
schem~s.
Cogenerat~on has played an ~mportant role ~n reduc~ng specif~c fuel
consumption at power plants. The present high density of heat requirements in
cities (i.e., delivered heat/time/square kilometer) helps keep the distribution
costs of heat low, relative to generation costs. But as we suggested, ultimately
this heat is not used efficiently. Part of the problem is.. pricing, to be sure,
but what happens if more cogeneration facilities are built, making more heat
available, while buildings' heat demands are lowered? Proper pricing of both
powerplants and heat is essential, but interministerial cooperation is also
important to avoid over investment on either side. Instead, the power ministry's
preference for cogeneration facilities has taken some of the heat off of the need
to improve the quality of construction. As a result, the housing sector is in
dire need of new building techniques and new building materials.
~nning

One final barrier worth noting is the lack of access to foreign expertise.
Unfortunately, the Soviets today lack most of the t~cl:lJH:~lo,gies-that_o,Jt~r the
easies,t-a-nd-most-ec~-sa-v-ings,:-c0mp(f£er controls for buildings,
lridu-strial processes, -aild-v-e111cies;-stat-e==:'of-the-art components for household
appliances; and modern windows for buildings. It could be argued, of course, that
these problems are the direct consequence of having left these technologies out
of the "Plan," i.e., that there was no incentive in the past for anyone to
develop the technologies or the applications. Such a position, however, would
overlook the enormous decentralization required to improve each and every use of
energy. But can all of these energy-saving methods be included in any plan?
Indeed, there exists the danger that the next plan will simply substitute
conservation technologies for supply technologies. Such a mechanical change would
probably not bring about the desired results.
These barriers may be summarized by considering them "cultural" in nature.
The energy system, or "toplivno-energeticheskye kompleks," has evolved as a
technological construct with no real role for humans, except as workers in
factories or people who happen to live in buildings. This technical approach has
worked well for expanding energy production and supply, but cannot simply be
extended to cover the myriad of energy uses in a modern society. But the mind-set
barrier of the "energy complex" draws many Soviet energy experts to search for
yet one more technology, this time one that saves energy. While we acknowledge
technologies are needed, we do not believe they constitute the most formidable
barrier to improved efficiency in the long term. What is needed, instead, is a
new mind set, a culture of energy that recognizes the important role of humans
as energy users and as non-experts, a mind set that admits that economic and
other forces may be equally important as technology in binding together the
elements of the energy system. So far, few Soviet energy planners seem to have
discovered this aspect of conservation strategy.

106Makukhin,
A.
N. ,
"perspektivy razvitiia elektroenergetiki SSSR, "
[Projections of Electric Power Development in the USSR] Teploenergetika 1989, No
9, p. 4.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

Current levels of energy consumption place enormous pressure on the
resources, environment, and capital of the Soviet Union. Clearly, something must
give, as the Soviet economy cannot afford more of the same energy (and economic)
development patterns. In this concluding section, we revisit our themes to decide
where the Soviet economy might change.
A. The Unique Structure of Energy Use will Change.
The structure of Soviet energy consumption is radically different from most
countries in the West.
Energy demand in the USSR is dominated by basic
industrial production and freight transport. This pattern is unusual fora
relatively cold, industrialized nation, although Norway comes close. 106 The use
of energy for personal activities--driving, household uses, personal services--is
far lower than in Western countries, particularly when the cold climate is
considered, although Japan, with less driving and heating than in the United
States or Europe, comes close. This balance between energy use for production
and for consumption was not unknown in Western nations many decades ago. But
whereas the share of energy use for consumers has risen steadily in most Western
nations, consumers in the USSR have been "frozen out" of the growth, as Fig. 29
shows. We believe that a thaw is imminent.
Perestroika
was
supposed
to
lead
to
economic
efficiency
and
rationalization, as well as decentralization. These changes should contribute
solidly towards more efficient energy use. Production for its own sake is
eliminated, reducing part of the over-dependence of the economy on heavy
materials. This reduction, in turn, will shrink the enormous volume of freight
relative to economic activity, as less bulk needs to be shipped around. And the
decentralized nature of energy use will be hit hard by economic rationalization,
as the real end-user feels more responsibility (in an economy sense) to use
energy wisely. The present mismatch--centralized energy supply, decentralized
energy use--is one of the root causes of inefficiency.
But the political success of economic reform must mean a better deal for
the consumer. The chronic housing shortage will likely be abated by building more
homes, not larger ones, but it is difficult not to believe that detached homes
may be more common. There will likely be far more cars made, and far fewer
hassles (i.e., waiting lists) to get them; more housing space and better quality
furnishings, including appliances; more comfortable surroundings in the service
sector, particularly as opportunities to shop (and employment there) are expanded
and lines shorten. Higher standards of living will probably entail considerable
increases in use of chemicals and plastics, while glasnost calls for more paper
for a variety of informational uses, and; hopefully more creature comforts that
are provided by toilet paper and other relatively simple consumer products
perennially in short supply. These goods will be moved around within cities, as
well as between cities, much as Florida grapefruits are shipped to Alaska daily.
Or Muscovites will find themselves riding the metro--or in their small cars--to
enjoy more events in the growing service sector that takes the place of materials
processing that was for so many decades the engine of the soviet economy.
Of course, the USSR can avoid a great deal of the throwaway society that
has come to characterize much of the West, although the experiment with
MacDonalds in Moscow may be telling! But the present level of final consumption
of goods and services, by Western standards, is really so low that it is
difficult not to imagine an increase. Soviet women (or men) stand in long lines
for a few goods, while Americans pick up far more in the same time. What will
happen to the Soviet lifestyle as efficiency frees up the time that is currently

106S c hipper, L., Howarth, R., and Wilson, D.,
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1990, op cit.

devoted to supporting daily needs?107 Will soviets stay home and watch TV, or
will they enjoy the enormous resource of travel that their own country affords?
Currently (Spring, 1991), Perestroika has lost momentum and likely failed.
No one knows exactly what direction the Soviet economy will take. As we noted
above, a collapse would reduce both energy use and incentives for and interest
in improving energy efficiency. What is certain is that the surviving structures
will be quite different from the present ones. As a result, the potentials for
energy saving we illustrate below must be approached cautiously.
B.

Energy Use is Inefficient. Great Improvement is Possible

Based on our analysis of available data, we conclude that energy use in the
Soviet Union is extremely inefficient, both in the technical and economic sense.
The international comparison suggests that the greatest inefficiency is in space
heating. Automobile and truck energy utilization is poor. Industrial fuel use is
woefully inefficient, although the actual energy intensities of key processes are
somewhat uncertain. Home appliances and water heating also appear inefficient.
Air, rail, and bus travel appear relatively efficient, because systems are fully
utilized, but the efficiency of the vehicles themselves could be improved
significantly. Combined heat and power production, seen at the national level,
is efficient, which lowers the primary energy requirements for electricity
significantly. In other areas of primary energy use, data are difficult to
interpret, but it appears that there is room for significant reduction in losses
in oil, gas, and coal production and transmission.
It is possible to outline some changes in energy intensity that we feel are
achievable if the changes outlined in each section and immediately above were
followed. These changes are neither exhaustive nor assured; they represent our
best judgement as to readily achievable savings that would arise through a
focused energy-management effort (see below), coupled with reliance on certain
typical or "average" Western practices or technologies for heat and power
regulation, control, and metering. Our figures are based on a comparison of
Soviet and Western European energy intensities, using average Western practices
in the first scenario and best (or new) Western practices in the advanced
scenario. The figures given below mean reductions in specific consumption, i.e.,
energy intensity (per unit of activity, per capita, etc.). The near term refers
to the next 10 years; long term refers to the next 20-25 years. Note that we do
not consider structural change per se in these figures.
o

Reduction in space heating intensity of 25% in all existing districtheated buildings, 35% in those heated by fuels, and as much as 50% in new
buildings; a 50% reduction in intensity in all building in the very long
run;

o

Reduction in the energy intensity for heating water by at least 20%, and
by 40% in the very long run;

o

Li~tle change in electricity use in existing appliances, but a reduction
of electricity intensity in new refrigerators and other appliances of 25%
in the near term, and by 40% in the long term;

o

Reduction of fuel intensity of existing cars and trucks by at least 20%
through better fuel, better driving, and improved roads, and a further
reduction of at least 20% in new cars and aircraft, as well as reduction
in the intensities of other transport modes of 20%; in the long term, a

107For a comparison of time use in two medium-sized cities in the United
States (Jackson, Mi.) and the USSR (Pskov), see Robinson, J., Andreyenkov, V.G.,
and Patrushev, V., The Rhythm of Everyday Life, Westview Press, Boulder, CO,
1989.
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50% reduction in intensity for
possible;

cars,

trucks,

and air travel' might be

o

Reduction in manufacturing fuel and district heat intensity of 25%, and
reduction in manufacturing electricity intensity of· 10%; in the longer
run, we may expect a 40% reduction in fuel intensity and a 20% reduction
in electricity intensity;

o

Reductions in fuel and electricity intensities of remaining sectors
(agriculture, construction, mining) of a nominal 10% in the short run, and
20% in the very long run.

Figure 30 illustrates the present Soviet end-use pattern,as well as that
which would obtain if these reductions were introduced. The reduction indicated
is about 30% in the first scenario, and close to 45% in the longer-term picture.
Interestingly, the 30% figure is close to that offered by Rudenko and Makarov in
a recent scenario lOB and by Yur i S inyak. lOB
Of course, growth in the economy,
structural change, and other changes will obscure the impact of reduced energy
intensities, but the figures shown illustrates what we judge as the potential
impact of relatively straightforward energy efficiency measures on the Soviet
economy.
C.

Improvement will not be easy: What can be done?

The first step in promoting greater energy efficiency in the USSR is both
near term (i.e., the next few years) and institutional: Open the energy sector
to information and analysis, and increase (or introduce) energy prices. This
means frequent utility bills, consumption meters, more inter-fuel competition,
careful design of gas and electricity rates and tariffs to reflect long term
costs, time-of-day or season-of-use, etc.
The next step is for the medium term (through and beyond the year 2000):
Sort out the costs of replacing inefficient energy-using capital with efficient
(both retrofit and replacement), and sort out the processes by which decisions
regarding deployment and use of this capital are made. For example: How efficient
are the compressors in refrigerators sold in the USSR today? What would it cost
a factory to improve the performance of a compressor bound for a new
refrigerator? How was the present COP (coefficient of performance) determined?
How is the choice of compressor made? These are all problems that involve little
new technology or R&D, yet their answers could result in enormous energy savings.
The questions can only be answered by experiments, however. Tinkering with "plan"
values for costs of changes merely perpetuates misleading information about
costs. Instead, real experience in the field must be gained. Moreover, factor
costs will certainly change with perestroika. Experimenters much watch these
costs .carefully.
Let us pursue these notions using the buildings sector as an example. Our
description of the residential and services sectors suggests the most important
strategy for conservation is metering and related strategies: controls on both
supply, distribution, individual room thermostats, etc. The next step involves
upgrading of windows and walls in existing buildings to reduce heat leakage. A
likely third step: balanced ventilation and advanced windows, condensing boilers,

10BRudenko and Makarov, op cit.
10BSinyak, Y., "Energy in the U. S. S. R.: Ef f ic iency and Prospects," in Energy,
The International Journal (In press, 1991).
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and other "high tech" features of Scandinavian or even some u.s. homes. 110 As
noted above, some energy-saving features are being added to new refrigerators.
Since other maJor appliances (freezers, dryers, dishwashers) are scarce,
efficiency could be "built in" to the first models to be made widely available,
a thought for western companies interested in joint ventures in the white goods
market. But the most important steps involve relatively simple technologies,
albeit ones not in use in the USSR.
If these kinds of improvements were instituted in homes and. commercial
buildings, a reduction of space and water heating intensity of at least 25%, and
possibly as much as 50%, might be feasible and economically attractive, at least
in new buildings. Such wide cuts in demand, however, would sigificantly reduce
the distribution load (in Gcal/hour as well as yearly total) for district heating
systems. This reduction could have an impact on the cogeneration balance, i.e.,
the ratio of heat to electricity produced. For this important reason, a
significant reduction in space heating demand in a part of a city must not be
considered in a vacuum.
Rather, such an improvement must be carried out in
cooperation with heat supply authorities.
Take the example of the retrofit of a building further. Certainly much of
, the initial investment will be labor intensive, as cracks and leaks are plugged,
new insulation is fitted, valves and meters are installed. No one really knows
what such procedures would cost, particularly because of the newness to Soviet
practices of these strategies. Nor can it be estimated which kind of team (state
or cooperative) would do the most efficient job. And once the job were completed,
the building would have to be "run," i.e., lived in for a year, to see what the
results were on energy use. The West is plagued by examples of underestimating
retrofit costs, and overestimating savings.
One important reason why this field experience is necessary is that there
are two important and very large gaps that exist between Soviet know-how applied
to energy use and that applied to more privileged high-tech applications, like
defense, as well as between Soviet end-use technologies today and those in the
West. In neither case does anyone really know which technology fits best into the
existing Soviet system. Closing both these gaps will yield enormous energy
savings for the Soviet Union at little real cost. But the Soviets must carry out
real testing of energy saving alternatives, measuring actual savings obtained,
and estimating the costs of implementing the savings.
This notion of costs is important. Any strategy to save energy in the USSR
should maximize the economic returns to efforts to save energy. This means that
while quadruple glazed coated windows with noble-gas filling between the panes
would help reduce heat losses in apartments, many other technologies could save
far greater amounts of energy at far lower initial costs per unit of energy
saved. Obviously an exact economic prioritizing would be difficult, but an
approximate order is helpful.
However, no real determination of the costs of
conservation can be undertaken unless the price/cost problem in every sector is
addressed.
The next step involves thoughtful planning of a long-term strategy. This
means R&D to effect radical improvements in end-uSe technologies, and other
important changes that will come from both market pressures and the opening of
the economy to Western technology and to internal discussions as well. Before
such planning can be meaningful, however, authorities must wait several years to
see how the energy economy of the USSR evolves under these new forces. Otherwise,
there is the risk that a long-range strategy for developing a certain technology
will find no market in 10 or 15 years. For example, Soviets have expressed
interest in new types of energy-efficient rail systems using gas turbines. If the

110Schipper, L., Meyers, S., and Kelly, H., Coming in from the Cold: Energy
Wise Housing from Sweden, Seven Locks Press, Washington, DC, 1985.
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rail system continues to grow there, such systems may be very attractive. But if
air or automobiles squeeze market share from rail, then research and development
might be focused on these two modes instead. Finally, however, the Soviets must
make a political commitment through which leaders identify the importance of the
entire package of long-range energy saving strategies.
The benefits of a long-term strategy will also depend or, how the production
side of the economy evolves under market conditions. As we have indicated, the
"structural change" often referred to by Soviet energy economists may increase
energy use in some sectors by as much as it decreases use in others. Hence, a
detailed picture of how materials and energy production and distribution is
necessary in order to get a better picture of which sectors will survive and
which sectors are most in need of energy-efficiency research and development.
D.

Reform Measures Are Critical

Throughout this study we have emphasized that changes in soviet energy use
patterns that seem simple from Western eyes may not be easy to carry out in the
USSR. First, progress in addressing energy pricing problems is limited by the
pace of pricing reforms in other sectors, and in the entire economy. currently,
the inefficiency of energy use is probably no worse than inefficiency in other
sectors of the Soviet economy. Second, energy is seen as a technical_p-t:9~in
~h~_at:tr-ac_t_iJJ-9 the best ~echn~lo.gyGnirui"s:su::-tmprov~ng ene~gy efficiency
rs a human problem as well. Unt1.1 th1.s 1.nteract1.on 1.S recogn1.zed, 11.ttle progress
can be made in improving decision making about energy efficiency and other
institutional barriers that energy prices alone cannot always surmount. 111
Moreover, the interest in high technology solutions obscures the low-technology
measures for making the first big steps towards improving energy efficiency.
Simple measures, such as heat metering or thermostats which do not seem to be as
attractive or obvious to Soviet specialists as high-technology fixes. Yet these
simple measures have the greatest payoff. This problem can lead to sensitivities
when other countries appear to be moving faster in the high-tech direction, and
progress in the Soviet Union has always been visualized at the high-tech end. Why
should Americans concentrate on state-of-the-art carburation or super windows,
while Soviets are just worrying about fuel filters?
An additional uncertainty is that of path. At present (Spring 1991), the
Soviet economy continues to deteriorate, perhaps to near collapse. If collapse
means a huge cut in economic activity for a number of years, the Soviets could
grow back using only the more efficient production facilities, permitting a
reduction in the energy intensities of many goods. But the economy would still
have to use the same inefficient housing and related equipment, the same
vehicles, etc. As funds for even simple maintenance of systems became scarce,
both production and consumption could become even more inefficient before a
turnaround. If, on the other hand, some economic event, such as higher world oil
prices, saved the Soviet economy from total collapse and provided a much needed
infusion of hard currency, then it is possible that wise choices by authorities-both private and public--mig~~ver~~~~s___~qJe inefTlcieQe~p-~o~uc~~on
f~i,.UtiJ3s_whiLe_impJ:oY~~'fg_Ene ~J"ficiencY.....Qf those kep~~qpg~tion and assuring
§he._impr_o:v,ed-ef..f-ic_i_encY_Q..LIJ.~\LP-Ja,IJ.t_,_ej:J;·.ll_cj:~, and eCJ\.lipment.
Ei ther way, toe
present economy quandary makes the energy problem look small, even if the energy
waste is draining off capital to energy production and robbing the Soviet Union
of a valuable export commodity.
The final problem is the cultural barrier. "Glasnost," eveJ) if official
policy, has not Berm~~ed energy decision-making. But the process of opening the
dierc:.lssions--honest criticism and honest respo~es, frank discussion of both

lllSee for example, Blumstein, C., Krieg B., Schipper, L., and York., C.,
"Social and Institutional Barriers to Energy Conservation," Energy, the
International Journal 1980, No 5, pp. 355-371.
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successes and failures,buttressed by sharing of information, particularly across
disciplines, between bureaus, and around the country--will take time. Real actors
(not just theoreticians) need to exchange notes, look at beforelaf_ter_,._comp~.r~
t'lleory wiip._p:r.actice.- Little of tniS--eakes-p-:race-1:cii::iay:--fndeed, computers,
printers, and xeroxes are still scarce. The time for official publication is slow
and tortuous. Hence, the vital links among the actors are weakened. Forums
existed in the West after 1973 that encouraged sharing of conservation
experience, experimentation, etc. These forums must be created in thp- USSR. An
international conference organized by VNIIKTEP last year was a st~p in this
direction, and the more frequent appearance of Soviet energy experts at Western
meetings another. Above all, the process of information gathering and exchange
must be loosened up from that of simply showing that the Plan succeeded.
Moreover, those who have been responsible for the massive and often successful
development of fuel supplies and the power grid in a very closed atmosphere seem
unprepared to give up the centralized role their technocracy has played in energy
policy. As Kaijser et ale showed for Sweden,112 it can take many years or even
decades for the energy elite .to yield power to others. Because energy
conservation must be introduced in an extremely decentralized manner, the small
group of powerful energy planners will inevitable have to yield some authority
to a broader group of private and public authorities. .
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USSR: Household and Services Sectors
Delivered Energy by Source
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